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Our Company Information
0861 996 660 (tel)
082 687 8583 (cell)
086 616 0119 (fax)

www.StaffTraining.co.za

Lusitania Square
Plattekloof Glen
Cape Town
7460

info@StaffTraining.co.za

Our Venues
Cape Town
iNkosi Ecol Lodge
9 Odette Street, De Tijger

Cape Town
Ramasibi Guest House
83 Uys Krige Drive, Panorama

Johannesburg
Oaklands Inn
236 A Oak Avenue, Ferndale

Durban
Sica’s Guest House
19 Owen Avenue, Mayville/Westridge

Polokwane
Bolivia Lodge
Modjadiskloof Road, Polokwane

Port Elizabeth
Sir Roys Guesthouse
6, 12th Avenue, Walmer
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What Others Had to Say…
Estelle – Buffalo City TVET

Developing Your Management Potential – East London
This is the best training we have ever had. Normally I am asleep by 11h00 but I have
enjoyed and learned from every minute. Thank you.

Johan - NMC

Negotiating for Profits – Cape Town and Port Elizabeth

This has been most informative. At lunch time I quickly used one of your suggestions on a
supplier who is now immediately looking to see if he can improve his pricing. I am really
looking forward to seeing the results.

Anonymous – Parliament of RSA

(Parliament of RSA have a policy whereby they may not give out references to providers)
Emotional Intelligence and the Enneagram – Cape Town
This was without a doubt the three best days I have ever had in training. We are all blown
away with how incredibly good and effective your message is. Our previous group told us it
would be good, we just didn’t realise how good.

Mamre Residents Association and ARC
Leadership development and accountability

Geoffrey – this training was fantastic. To the point and very, very helpful. You were not
afraid to address the elephant in the room and you did so in a way that brought us to a good
conclusion. Thank You.

SA Metal Shop Stewards

Negotiating For Shop Stewards

On behalf of all the Shop Stewards we want to thank you for the work you have done here.
We didn’t trust in the beginning what it is you wanted to do. But you gave us knowledge and
you were fair, looking at all sides of the negotiating table, like us and the unions and the
management. Today we can see from the role plays, that we will be empowered in our next
discussions and not one of us wanted to sleep! Thank you!
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Delivery Methodology
At Staff Training we are particularly aware of the latest trends in technology and the way in
which individuals today learn and digest information.

Tools
We use a variety of tools to ensure that our learners remain engaged throughout the days
they spend with us. From slide shows and videos to role plays and quizzes, from group
discussions to interactive strategies and games, our challenge is to inspire and motivate a
day of learning that really sticks.
We think the fact that more than 60% of our clients are return clients speaks for itself.
Staff Training only employ facilitators with sufficient life and work experience to enable them
to delve deep for solutions, simultaneously having the attitude and drive to seek out new
training methods and adapt to the classes on the day. We are in the fortunate position of
being able to employ some of our facilitators full time, while others are contracted. Quality
is controlled through rigorous feedback reports and continual checks and balances for all.

On-going Learning
Staff Training offers Online KPI Assessment Checks where delegates are asked to, based
on the content of the workshop they have attended, identify areas in which they would like
to improve on in their current positions.
After these areas have been identified by the delegate, Staff Training will request the learner
to expand on how these improvements were made and how they will continue to improve in
their current roles.
This info is then compiled into a report and sent to the delegate’s manager/training coordinator to assist in goal setting and performance management.
The Online KPI Check process is completed after around two months.
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Which Course is Right for You / Your Staff?
To help you pick the best course for your staff/team to attend, and to help you navigate our
plus 60 soft skills courses with ease, we’ve included along the right-hand side of each course
a broad category.
These categories are as follows (click to view on web):

Management & Leadership

Without sound and trusted leadership at the helm we'd all be lost - this selection of workshops
addresses management and leadership from supervisor to CEO

EI, Communication & Self-Mastery

It's not what you say, it's how you say it! Develop the skills you need to be the best you can be,
understand yourself and others and get your point across without stepping on anyone's toes

Diversity, Etiquette & Equality
This collection of workshops brings to the fore our perceptions, explores our behaviours, and
teaches us that we aren't so different after all

Dealing with Conflict
Not one to shy away from conflict (or perhaps you are)? Either way, conflict is best dealt with
appropriately before it spirals out of control - these workshops show you how

Problem Solving & Project Management
There's no problem too big or too small when you've got the tools and ask the right questions - these
workshops teach you how to do just that
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Written Communication
Not being taken seriously? Learn how to compile professional emails and business letters, unpack
what and what not to say, and breathe new life into your written communication with these short
courses

Recruitment
Workshops in this category focus on ensuring we attract and retain the right kind of talent in our
organisations.

Customer Care & Service levels
The customer is King! Workshops in this category emphasise the importance of giving great customer
care and service, providing delegates with a number of practical tools to ensure that they do

Retail Specifics
Retail therapy doesn't work if our stores don't run like well-oiled machines - this group of workshops
helps ensure that they do

Time Management & Productivity
Unhealthy levels of stress slow us down, affecting overall productivity as well as our health and
wellbeing. This collection of workshops aims to teach the delegate how to effectively reduce stress
and reclaim their sense of calm
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Upliftment
This collection of workshops aims to facilitate the uplifment of housekeeping and security staff to
frontline positions within the organisation

Change Management
The only constant is change - you either adapt or get left behind. These workshops help ensure you
always choose the former.

Sales & Negotiations
It's all about the bottomline! We explore selling skills, upselling, and how to maximise profits in this
collection of workshops.

Workshops with this icon indicate that Enneagram Reports will be used during the training - this will
require the delegate(s) to complete an Enneagram Questionnaire before attending
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Staff Training 2019
Course List
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3 Day Leadership +
To apply leadership concepts in a work context using the Enneagram Self-Mastery tool to
effectively develop leadership ability. A portion of this workshop is customised to the
individual, enabling them to quickly identify their own areas of expertise and challenges.
Many case studies are analysed to assist the delegate with application of the theory. This
workshop involves pre-course preparation and the delegates can expect to have some afterhours work whilst the workshop is in session.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

This workshop was amazing, I learnt more
about myself and my leadership approach in
3 days than I have in 15 years of on-the-job
training. My effectiveness has skyrocketed!
Frikkie-LMC Express

Management & Leadership

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all emerging and seasoned Supervisors, Managers, and Leaders.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop the individual will be able to identify and solve problems using
critical and creative thinking processes to diagnose which leadership theories are appropriate
to their own work context; work effectively with others as a member of a team, group,
organisation or community; organise and manage themselves and their activities responsibly
and effectively in order to ensure effective leadership
SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

242824

4

12

US TITLE
To apply leadership concepts in a
work context

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 3-Days
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Content
What is leadership?

•
•

Defining leadership
What is your personal definition of a
leader?

What is it that all Good Leaders Have in
Common?

•

Drilling down on the qualities of a
leader and why people tend to follow
leaders
The difference between leadership and
management
When to lead and when to manage

•
•
What is the Difference Between
Leadership and Management?

•

Identifying the difference between
leadership and management and
identifying the qualities of a selfdetermined leader

When to lead and when to manage?

•

The situational leadership theory seen
from the organisation’s, leaders’ and
followers’ perspective

Different Types of Leadership

•

Exploring leadership theories,
analysing the strengths and
weaknesses of each and recognising
the how, why, what and when of each

The Teams Leadership Approach

•

The difference between team
leadership and top down management,
why teams, when to team, and the
dynamics in team formation

Implementing Leadership to Improve
Group Dynamics
Leadership in Times of Change

•

A practical approach

•
•

Common reasons for resisting change
Leadership approaches and how we
behave when faced with change

Impact of Leadership Techniques on
Organisational Requirements

•
•

Leadership through coaching
Using enneagram framework and selfmastery tool to ensure that the
delegates get the maximum selfknowledge
The enneagram equips them to
effectively analyse and review their
world view and that of their team
members
Communication style, assertiveness,
conflict handling modes, decision
making biases, natural leadership
tendencies and approach to team

•

•
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AIDS Awareness
The aim of this workshop is to inform the delegates about the HIV/AIDS illness enabling
them to recognise the stages and how they can identify any risk to themselves personally
and/or use the knowledge to support a loved one and/or colleague. The workshop is
presented in a non-invasive way with experienced facilitators. This training can be adapted to
a half day time slot as well.

About this Course...

To inform the delegates about the
HIV/AIDS illness enabling them to recognise
the stages and how they can identify any
risk to themselves personally

Diversity, Etiquette & Equality

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff.

Outcome
The delegate will leave the workshop empowered with the knowledge on how to deal with
HIV/AIDS on both a personal and work level.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

US TITLE

13915

3

4

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding
of HIV/AIDS in a workplace, and its effects
on a business sub-sector, own organisation
and a specific workplace

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
Looking at Ourselves

•

Taking responsibility for our role in the
spread of this disease, not only from a
behaviour view point but also from a
belief view point

Understanding HIV/Aids

•

How the disease operates

Signs and Symptoms of Aids

•

What to look out for

Get Tested!

•

The practicalities and why we benefit
from knowing our status

Celebrities Who Have Been Tested and
Let Us Know

•

Forgetting the shame – if our role
models can deal with it, so can we

How Does a Person Catch HIV/AIDS

•

Practical understanding of how the
disease is transmitted

Sexually Transmitted Diseases

•

The role these play in the transmission
of AIDS and their prevalence

Untrue Beliefs and Myths

•

Busting the myths!

ABC Rule

•

What this is and how to implement it

How to Prevent Catching HIV/AIDS

•

Taking care of ourselves

Treatment

•

Practicalities and realities

How to Live with HIV/AIDS

•

This is possible – how to make it a
reality

Great Cost to South Africa of the
HIV/AIDS Epidemic

•

A holistic view

Looking for Help

•

What to do and how to access help
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AIDS Awareness (Half-Day)
The aim of this workshop is to inform the delegates about the HIV/AIDS illness enabling
them to recognise the stages and how they can identify any risk to themselves personally
and/or use the knowledge to support a loved one and/or colleague. The workshop is
presented in a non-invasive way with experienced facilitators.

About this Course...

To inform the delegates about the
HIV/AIDS illness enabling them to recognise
the stages and how they can identify any
risk to themselves personally

Diversity, Etiquette & Equality

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff.

Outcome
The delegate will leave the workshop empowered with the knowledge on how to deal with
HIV/AIDS on both a personal and work level.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

US TITLE

13915

3

4

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding
of HIV/AIDS in a workplace, and its effects
on a business sub-sector, own organisation
and a specific workplace

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: ½ Day
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Understanding HIV/Aids

•
•

How the disease operates
Practical understanding of how the
disease is transmitted

Signs and Symptoms of Aids

•

What to look out for

Get Tested

•

The practicalities and why we benefit
from knowing our status
Forgetting the shame – if our role
models can deal with it, so can we

•
Sexually Transmitted Diseases

•

The role these play in the transmission
of AIDS and their prevalence

Untrue Beliefs and Myths

•
•

Busting the myths and stigma
Confidentiality and human rights in the
workplace

ABC Rule

•

Treatment

•
•
•

The rule of thumb to prevent
contracting HIV
Practicalities and realities
Supporting self and others
Living with HIV/AIDS and or a family
member who has it

Looking for Help

•
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Assertiveness

Being assertive does not come naturally to many individuals and requires a depth of
understanding the practical application of gaining co-operation as opposed to brow
beating or coercion.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

I have learnt so much today and will be
changing the way I do things in the future.
Brilliant! - Lizelle – Bergmann Ross and
Partners

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop delegates will have the ability to analyse their behaviour against
the criteria for “assertive behaviour” and pinpoint the errors they are making. They will
have the necessary skills and knowledge on how to implement assertive behaviour and set
clear parameters for themselves and others.
SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

US TITLE

9506

4

4

Communicate in an assertive manner
with clients and fellow workers

Dealing with Conflict

This workshop is geared towards all those individuals who wish to develop their
assertiveness, enabling them to get results quicker and more effectively and
communicate in an assertive manner with clients and fellow workers.

EI, Communication & Self-Mastery

Aim

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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Definition of Assertiveness

•
•

Understanding what assertiveness is
and what it is not
Assertiveness vs. unassertiveness and
aggression

How Unassertive Behaviour Manifests

•

Recognising the situations where we
tend to be unassertive and how these
translate to daily behaviour patterns
and habits

Consequences of Not Being Assertive

•

How being unassertive impacts on
career, lives, jobs and those around us

How Assertive Behaviour Manifests

•

The positive results of assertive
behaviour

Changing Others by Changing Yourself

•

Recognising your power and sphere of
influence

Recognising Choice of Victim or Victor!

•

Finding the positive and the CAN do in
the situation

Understanding People

•
•

Recognising the different personality
types and their communication styles
Self-analysis

Body Language

•

Reading it, understanding it, using it

Feeling the Fear and Doing it Anyway

•

Applying our knowledge of unassertive
behaviour to become more assertive
Techniques for building assertiveness
and confidence

•

Criteria for Assertive Expression

•

Using the DESC (Describe, Express,
Specify, Consequences) response

Criticism

•

How to give and how to receive

Practical

•

A practical approach

Working Towards Good Confidence

•

Recognising that being more assertive
needs continual work and mindfulness
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Basic Project Management
This basic project management workshop has been designed to assist project managers,
administrators and team members to plan for and execute projects and tasks efficiently and
fully. This basic project management course is essential for all managers, supervisors,
project managers, personal assistants, organisers and team leaders.
The basics as described in this workshop offer the bedrock for organised and controlled,
measured and successful completion of tasks and projects whilst encouraging accountability,
managing risks and full understanding of the scope and mandate.

About this Course...

The basics as described in this workshop
offer the bedrock for organised and
controlled, measured and successful
completion of tasks.

Problem Solving & Project Management

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit project managers, line managers, supervisors, leaders, production
staff, design staff.

Outcome
At the end of the workshop the delegates will be able to define the scope of a project,
understand and use standard project management methods and manage key projects with
full knowledge of time, scope, quality and cost

SAQA US ID
120372

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

4

5

US TITLE
Explain fundamentals of project
management

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 2-Days
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Content
Introduction to Project
Management

•
•

Understanding the different models
What are the basic theories we can model our
actions on?

Understanding Phases

•

Dividing a project into phases makes it
possible to lead it in the best possible
direction
Initiation phase, definition or planning phase,
design and development phase,
implementation phase, follow-up phase
(closing)

•

Identifying the Nine Aspects of
Project Management

•

The essential components of managing a
project and understanding the weight of each
in the successful completion of a project

Defining Scope

•

Without a detailed understanding of this
essential aspect the whole project is doomed
Analysing deliverables, boundaries and
requirements
Eliminating scope creep

•
•
Managing the Client and
Stakeholders

•
•

Business or Politics?
It is necessary to know who the client
actually is and who needs to be involved to
ensure the successful completion of the
project

Organising the Team

•

It is important that you have the right team
and one that will stick with you throughout
the project in order for the project to be
successful

Cost identification and analysis

•

Understanding the financial aspects and
implications

Task identification and analysis

•

Using charts, plans and related project
management methodologies

Risk identification and analysis

•

Identifying and managing risk through an
understanding of the risk
management register and cycle

Quality Management and Control

•

The end result of a project should meet
certain standards and quality requirements

Communication Plan

•

Information factor concerns how, by whom
and on which basis decisions can be taken

Analysing the Value of the Project

•

Identifying the business value of the project
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Business Etiquette

To explain and demonstrate the need for appropriate business behaviour. Assisting the
delegate with deciding what is appropriate or not in a professional office environment.
Organisations that do this training find improved team work and confidence levels amongst
their employees as a direct result of their understanding the challenges and advantages of
working in a multi-cultural society.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

The trainer listened – she didn’t just brush
our problems aside. She helped us to find
solutions. Nazeem – Capacity Outsourcing

Diversity, Etiquette & Equality

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff who work in a business setting, in all departments.

Outcome
The learners will be able to discern the need for a set of personal, societal and business
related behaviors and patterns enabling them to conduct themselves with ease and
confidence at any function and within varying company cultures.

SAQA US ID
14359

NQF LEVEL
2

CREDITS
5

US TITLE
Behave in a professional manner in a
business environment

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
Etiquette and Manners – What are they?

•

An in depth understanding of these
and their importance

Daily Etiquette, Procedures and Protocol

•

Office etiquette, courteous colleagues,
procedures, protocol and
communication

Formal Social and Business Meeting How
To’s

•
•
•
•
•

How to introduce people
How to be the perfect guest
How to leave a party graciously
Business entertaining
Globally accepted rules of entertaining

Time

•

Understanding our diversity and how it
affects our perceptions
Personal space, office space and
general business etiquette

•
The Etiquette of Communication

•
•

The do’s and don’ts of small talk
Effective communication skills

Electronic Communication

•
•

How to use this medium effectively
How to be more civil online

Telephone Etiquette

•

Handling the call successfully

Business Meetings

•
•

Seven steps for planning a meeting
Ten steps to conducting a good team
meeting

Business Travel

•

Tips and instruction

Gender Differences

•

Recognising gender related stressors,
including sexism

Personal Grooming

•

Knowing the dress culture of your
organisation
Professional do’s and don’ts for men
and women

•
Generational Differences

•
•

Recognising Your Stressors

Addressing Etiquette and Finesse in a
Practical Way

www.StaffTraining.co.za
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Understanding the generations

•

Where do you fit on the stress curve –
what are your stressors?
How to overcome these

•

A practical approach

•

Diversity, Etiquette & Equality
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Business Etiquette and Diversity
To understand the challenges and harness the strengths of doing business in a multi-cultural
society. This course explores latent prejudices and encourages the delegates to move into a
solutions based mode through discussion and sharing of real life situations.
The modules covered assist the delegate in identifying appropriate behaviour in the
workplace, what is likely to lead to conflict and how to address it professionally.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

The course was really helpful because it
alerted me to issues I have to sort out!
Caroline – Adcorp Group

Diversity, Etiquette & Equality

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff who work in a business setting, in all departments.

Outcome
This is a holistic workshop. At the end of it learners will be able to discern the need for a set
of personal, societal and business related behaviours and patterns enabling them to conduct
themselves with ease and confidence at any function.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

14359

2

5

US TITLE
To apply leadership concepts in a
work context

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
Manners and Etiquette

•

Understanding the modern definition
of etiquette and relating it to SA
business culture

Personality

•

Where culture, etiquette and
personal preferences overlap
Four tier personality typing

•
The Etiquette of Cross Cultural
Communication

•
•

Understanding what culture is
What a business culture is and why
we sometimes shy away from cross
cultural communication

Gender and Etiquette

•

Exploring the true meaning of gender
equality whilst referencing rules of
politeness

Generational Differences

•

Understanding the influences of each
generation
Thinking behind their actions in an
attempt to bridge the etiquette gap

•
Grooming

•

Why good grooming can be
considered good etiquette

Self and Time Management

•

Understanding Monochronic and
Polychronic approaches and our
business challenges today

Make Introductions

•

Meetings, greetings, farewells and
introductions

Keeping a Professional Client Relationship on
Site

•

Emphasising the trap that one can
fall into when we spend more time on
the clients premises than our own

Sharing Office Space

•

Do’s and don’ts when sharing office
space with others

Have a Professional Telephone Manner

•

Informal vs more professional
manner of answering a phone call

Ensure Professional Electronic
Communication

•

Typing emails, including step-by-step
process of typing an email, format,
and length

Keep Your Written Communication
Professional

•

Social media platforms
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Business Writing Skills
To supply the learners with the necessary knowledge and confidence, enabling them to
conduct professional and accurate e-mail and business writing support. This workshop is
relevant to any employee as the majority of business communication is written.
With the advent of the social media wave, our organisations are represented in many forums
via the written word.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

Trainer kept everyone’s attention from start
to finish. Michael – Armscor

Written Communication

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff who compile business letters and emails, including admin
staff, PAs, Office Clerks, Receptionists and Secretaries

Outcome
The learners will be able to deliver a professional and well-presented business letter or email.
SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

US TITLE

12153

4

5

Use the writing process to compose texts
required in the business environment

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
The Six C's of Business Letter Writing

•
•

Letter Formats

•
•

Keeping your Business Letter to the Point

•
•

Compiling correspondence that
conveys your message to the recipient
in a professional manner
The six c’s of business letter writing –
clear, concise, correct, courteous,
convincing, and complete.
Universally accepted methods of
formatting
Templates for a formal letter, and a
less formal letter
Detailed exercises covering the
compilation of letter writing
Put it into practice

Examples of Letters and Proposals

•

Different templates of letters that
request information

For Longer Letters

•

Practical methods to ensure the
information in your document is
navigable

Writing an Informal Proposal

•
•

Steps to use when writing a proposal
Comparing a proposal template to
theory in order to find errors in the
template

Editing and Proofreading

•
•

Criteria to apply to a rough draft
Tips when editing a final draft

Getting the Right Tone to your
Correspondence

•

Your correspondence must be pitched
correctly
Different approaches to use

Personality Types

•

Understanding the differing
requirements of your readership

Writing in Plain English

•

How to write in a correct, clear and
accessible manner

Common Errors

•

What these are and how to avoid them

E-mail Specifics

•

Practical, relevant issues around
emailing

More Practical Exercise

•

Using the examples below to identify
any potential business writing errors

www.StaffTraining.co.za
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Coaching and Mentoring
This workshop is for supervisors and team leaders, the main aim is to assist them with
coaching their team to success in a collaborative fashion.
Leaders who are able to coach rather than instruct are able to develop more positive teams
and tend to do particularly well when leading Generation Y and in a team’s leadership
position.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

I loved this workshop – it made so much
sense to me! Especially the beliefs and
behaviours module! ~ John – Magnavolt
Trading

Management & Leadership

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all Supervisors, Managers and Leaders whose job involves coaching
and mentoring of junior staff.

Outcome
On completion of this workshop, the learner will be able to recognise the potential and work
collaboratively with individuals, empowering them to work towards realising their strengths
in a solution based manner.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

117877

3

4

US TITLE
Perform one-to-one training on
the job

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 2-Days
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Content
Introduction and History of Coaching

•

A brief history of what coaching is
about, defining coaching, and types of
coaches

Introduction and History of Mentoring

•

Defining mentoring, a brief history of
what mentoring is about, and the
buddy system

The Value of Coaching

•

•

Understanding why we want to coach
and collaborate
VUCA leadership
The difference between managers and
coaches
Principles of coaching

The Qualities of a Great Coach

•
•
•

What makes a great coach?
Roles and responsibilities of a coach
Create a vision statement

Key Skills That Every Coach Needs to
Succeed

•
•

Identifying and working with these
skills: build rapport, questioning skills,
listening skills, and observation skills
Tips to observe your agents better

Creating the Coaching Relationship

•

Tips to develop trust

Understanding Beliefs and Behaviours

•

How beliefs are formed and how to
prevent the formation of false beliefs

Identifying Areas of Development in Your
Coachees

•
•

The performance analysis quadrant
Before coaching, why not to coach, and
determining the need for coach
Compliance vs commitment

•
•

•
Choosing the Right Tool(s) for the Job

•
•

Performance management coaching
and development coaching
Real time coaching techniques
Coaching the nine personality types
The coaching process
Giving feedback and handling different
reactions to feedback
Recognising and rewarding behaviour
Logical framework and GROW model

•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifying growth needs
Finding the mentor and building trust
Setting the parameters
Progress reflection
What next?
General differences and etiquette

•
•
•
•
•

Mentoring Different Generational Groups
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Coaching Skills for Supervisors
This workshop is for supervisors and team leaders, the main aim is to assist them with
coaching their team to success in a collaborative fashion.
Leaders who are able to coach rather than instruct are able to develop more positive teams
and tend to do particularly well when leading Generation Y and in a team’s leadership
position.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

I loved this workshop – it made so much
sense to me! Especially the beliefs and
behaviours module! ~ John – Magnavolt
Trading

Management & Leadership

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all Supervisors, Managers and Leaders whose job involves coaching
and mentoring of junior staff.

Outcome
On completion of this workshop, the learner will be able to recognise the potential and work
collaboratively with individuals, empowering them to work towards realising their strengths
in a solution based manner.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

117877

3

4

US TITLE
Perform one-to-one training on
the job

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 2-Days
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Content
Introduction and History of Coaching

•

A brief history of what coaching is
about

Definition(s) of Coaching

•

A definition of the concept of coaching

The Value of Coaching

•

Understanding why we want to coach
and collaborate

Important Principles of Coaching

•

Understanding the basic but important
principles of coaching ensuring long
term benefits

The Qualities of a Great Coach

•

What makes a coach

Key Skills That Every Coach Need to
Succeed

•

Identifying and working with these
skills

Creating the Coaching Relationship

•

Coaching is not a quick fix – great
relationships need to be built

Understanding Beliefs and Behaviours

•

Once we hone the individual strengths,
the team is able to perform

Identify Areas of Development in Your
Team

•

How to point out development areas
and agree on the benchmarks

Choosing the Right Tool(s) for the Job

•

•

As with any job, the right tools simply
make it easier
Coaching models for technical and peer
coaching
Gathering the right resources

Understand and Follow the Coaching
Process

•

Understanding the sustainability

Recognising and Rewarding Behaviour

•

Engage with your team

Engaging Your Team Through Social
Media

•

What impact Social Media has on our
lives today

•
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Collaboration as a Management Tool
To assists leaders in the art of collaboration, thereby ensuring maximum gain from team
input and empowering leadership practices. The workshop provides tools and frameworks to
use enabling the easy implementation of this highly desirable leadership style.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

One of the greatest shifts leaders need to
make in the 21st Century is that towards a
more collaborative style ~ Kim

Management & Leadership

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit emerging Supervisors and Managers, as well as those with a more
authoritative leadership style and/or any that employ Millennials in their team.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop the learners will have the basic knowledge enabling them to set
goals and standards, empower other staff, grow in their own positions and recognise the
value of a team.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

242817

4

8

US TITLE
Solve problems, make decisions
and implement solutions

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs

Duration: 1-Day
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What is expected from leaders today?

•
•
•

The basic requirements for developing a
collaborative leadership approach

•

Your Personal Style

•

•

•

Explaining the need for VUCA
leadership and what it means
What is collaboration?
The benefits of better collaboration
Creating the required environment for
a collaborative team.
What is necessary to keep everyone
engaged in the process
Understanding your own natural style
of leadership and your personal
challenges to the collaborative style
Body Language Tips and
communication approaches to
Collaboration

How to Collaborate

•
•
•
•
•

The Process
Tools for larger collaborations
Tools for everyday collaboration
Using influence and persuasion wisely
Using the technology at our disposal

The Pitfalls of Collaboration

•

Understanding where collaboration
goes wrong
Understanding why it can go wrong
Tools to avoid collaboration going
wrong
Speeding collaboration up with clear
communication

•
•
•
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Communication Excellence
This workshop is extremely effective both when attended by the entire organisation, group or
department (including management) and as individuals.
The aim is to supply the learners with the necessary knowledge and confidence, enabling
them to conduct advanced business communications within an organisation. Companies who
do this training find that teamwork becomes the norm, which in turn leads to increased
productivity.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

Great, practical course – would highly
recommend it. Lorraine – Glencore Coal

EI, Communication & Self-Mastery

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff .

Outcome
The learners will be able to discern the needs of their clients and colleagues and adapt their
own approach to the situation, resulting in more favourable resolutions to any given
negotiation.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

8962

2

5

US TITLE
Maintain and adapt oral
communication

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
Is Your Vision Cellular or Holistic?

•
•

Understanding People

•
•

Exploring the theory and practical
application of holistic vision
How do the decisions we make and the
discussions we have impact on others?
Why we relate really well to some
people and simply don't understand
others
A module on personality profiling and
how to effectively implement the
knowledge

Determining Your Personal
Vision/Approach

•

Problem Solving and Creative Thinking

•
•

De Bono’s ‘six hats’ thinking
How this theory can be used in
meetings and discussions

What do All Confident People Have in
Common?

•

The qualities that all confident people
have
Knowledge build confidence

How Unassertive Behaviour Manifests

•

•

•

•
•
Authority Levels

•
•

Communication Techniques

•
•

Email Specifics

•
•

General Body Language and Social
Awareness

www.StaffTraining.co.za
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•

There are two basic emotions – fear
and love
Positive actions/expressions and
negative actions/expressions, and the
emotions that accompany them

EI, Communication & Self-Mastery
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Behaviours that can lead to
unassertive behaviour
The criteria for assertive expression
Put it into practice
The consequences of not being
assertive enough
Put it into practice
Detailed theory and practical exercises
on all forms of communication both
telephonically and face to face
How to use professional speech and
improve your business English
Additional tips on writing effective
emails
Keeping your writing to the point!
Social influences: time plays a large
role in social etiquette, personal space,
as well as body language, posture
projection and habits
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Conflict and Diversity
This workshop is geared towards sensitising staff to all aspects of diversity. The aim is to
have the delegates interactively gain an understanding of the power of perception – both
theirs and that of their clients – and explore resultant misunderstandings.
They will be equipped with the tools they require in order to diffuse problematic situations in
the interest of minimising conflict and maximising resolution.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

Thank you, this is really going to help me
with the community conflicts, I can see
where I have been misreading them. Thank
you again! Tsokolo – Housing Development
Agency, Bloemfontein

Dealing with Conflict

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff who potentially deal with conflict, including Sales Staff, Office
Staff, Retail Staff, Managers, Supervisors, and Team Leaders.

Outcome
The qualifying learner is capable of:





Demonstrating understanding of the underlying dynamics that give rise to perceptions of
diversity.
Applying knowledge of psychosocial factors that have relevance for inter-group
relationships.
Investigating issues of privilege and power among members of a specific community.
Proposing a course of action to bring about change in a selected community

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

8664

4

4

US TITLE
Examine social features as
pertaining to the workplace

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 2-Days
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Content
Cultural Diversity

•
•
•

Defining diversity and culture
Exploring transmitted behaviour
How our perceptions are formed

Understanding People

•

The different personality types

Challenging and Shaping our Perceptions
as Adults

•

Thought, action, habit, character,
destiny
Understanding our own and others
resistance to change

Resistance to Change: The Human
Barrier

•

•

•
•

The most common reasons for
resisting change
Measuring the steps of adaption to
change
How we behave when confronted by
change

Understanding Prejudice

•
•

The South African workplace
Prejudice – stereotyping at work

The Role of the Media

•

Using case studies

Issues of Conflict and Cooperation, Power
and Privilege

•

South African history of prejudice and
discrimination: Apartheid
Where do we go from here?

The Reasons for Conflict

•

•

•

Common causes of conflict: disputes of
right and disputes of interest
Common daily causes or sources of
organisational conflict

Our Personal Conflict Approach

•

Seven attitudes to dissolve conflict

How to Collaborate

•

A typical collaborative process has
three well-defined stages, each
containing a number of steps, tasks or
objectives

Concentrating on Areas of Similarity and
Positivity
Identifying the Stages of Conflict

•

Practical exercises

•

Stages of conflict: Potential, latent,
open, and aftermath
The five modes of conflict
Case study exploring potential
approaches

•
•
Culture and Etiquette From Around the
World

www.StaffTraining.co.za
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•

Dealing with Conflict
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We are all part of a global community,
but how well do we know each other?
Tips for travellers and further reading
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Conflict Prevention and Resolution
This course is designed around the premise that conflict is neither good nor bad – it’s the
way we deal with it that determines the outcome. Delegates gain an in depth understanding
of what triggers conflict, how to recognise and categories situations and apply practical,
structured resolution techniques.
Without a doubt, conflict resolution is about strategic intervention which isn’t possible until
we have the skills necessary to approach it in this manner.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

Dealing with Conflict

Aim

Trainer was insightful and had good
energy. Content provided useful information
for every day application. Anita – Tristan
Da Cunha

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff who potentially deal with conflict, including Sales Staff, Office
Staff, Retail Staff, Managers, Supervisors, and Team Leaders.

Outcome
The learners will be able to recognise and deal with a conflict situation in a more deliberate
way, thereby minimising any potentially negative impact. Their new-found knowledge will
embolden them to intervene timeously and implement proven resolution strategies
SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

US TITLE

9533

5

8

Use communication skills to
handle and resolve conflict in the
workplace

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 2-Days
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What is Conflict Management?

•

Understanding what this skill
encompasses

Why is There Conflict?

•

Common causes of conflict explored in
detail

Your Own Conflict Handling Modes

•

Challenging some of our habitual
“conflict related” thoughts – to act or
not to act – introspection prior to
resolution
Attitudes to dissolve conflict
Personal conflict management
approach

•
•

Understanding People but also Ourselves

•

Four personality types and their
characteristics

Identifying the Stages of Conflict

•

Recognising the stages

The relationship Between Competition
and Conflict

•

It is essential we understand the
differences between these
Using assertive speech in non-violent
communication

•

The Five Modes of Conflict

•

We can deliberately choose a conflict
mode – what are the various modes?
We analyse case studies

Collaboration

•

Building a collaborative habit

Creating an Organisational Conflict
Management Plan and Policy

•

Approaches and behaviour

Creating an Organisational/Team/Meeting
Conflict Management Plan

•

Laying down avenues for conflict
resolution in a group

Mediation

•

The skills required and how to
effectively implement them
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Critical Thinking and Problem Solving
This workshop develops cognitive skills/analytical thinking in learners helping to develop
adaptive thinking patterns in diverse work and academic settings.
Using a variety of well-known and up to date tools to develop these methodologies, the
workshop is applicable to all levels of the organisation assisting in the outcomes of better
decision making.

About this Course...
To assist office administrators and middle
management with problem solving, reaching
goals and setting of high standards in the
smooth operation of the company.

Who Should Attend this Course?

Problem Solving & Project Management

Aim

This course will benefit all staff who potentially deal with problems that require creative and
critical thinking to solve, including Project Managers, Managers, Supervisors, Team Leaders.

Outcome
A delegate who achieves this unit standard will be able to:
Implement problem formulation techniques of increasing degrees of complexity and novelty.
Analyse and clarify components of a problem.
Determine parameters and strategise for task solutions.
Implement strategy and monitor performance.
Evaluate strategy application and adapt where necessary to changing circumstances and/or
task requirements.
SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

259940

5

8

US TITLE
Use adaptive thinking to perform
problem-solving in diverse work
and academic settings

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 2-Days
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Content
•
•
Articulating or defining the problem

•

•
•
Viewing different perspectives

•
•

Building usable Knowledge

•
•

Evaluating solutions

•

•
Acting on solutions and findings
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•

Understanding the meaning of critical
thinking
Advantages of critical thinking in the
workplace
Defining the problem or situation as
what it is using various methods and
defining what the problem it is not by
rewording the problem and exposing
all assumptions
Polarity exercise, fear star and twelve
steps in decision making as additional
tools to explore assumptions
Putting it into practice
Using various business tools at our
disposal to help us build various and
varying perspectives of the problems
Using De Bono six hat thinking
Characteristics needed to build useable
knowledge
Separating the usable and the nonuseable knowledge, ensuring that
various components of the problem
have been analysed and clarified by
means of questioning techniques

Problem Solving & Project Management

Defining “Critical Thinking”

Identifying the best solutions through
various methods of questioning and
collaboration, problem solving
techniques and strategies
Identifying the measurable and the
timing of these
Evaluating the strategy application and
adapting where necessary to change
circumstances or task requirements
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Aim

To motivate and empower the learner to communicate clearly and concisely and to
contribute to a diverse working environment whilst understanding their role in both a macro
and micro economic organisation. This is a highly motivational customer care workshop that
gives us insight into our behaviour in a more sustainable way. It is also available as a 2-day
accredited workshop.
Please note: A customised version of this workshop can be aligned to the Batho
Pele principles for government.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

An excellent course - something I can use in
the workplace. ~ Nicolette

Customer Care & Service levels

Customer Care

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff who interact with customers, including Sales Staff, Office
Staff, Receptionists, Retail Staff, Housekeeping Staff, Security Staff.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop the learners will have mastered the art of communicating
positively and without barriers.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

10354

2

8

US TITLE
Contribute to a diverse working
environment in a Contact Centre

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
Definitions

•
•
•

Understanding People

•
•

What are the core building blocks of
customer care?
Understanding customer service from a
client’s perspective
Performance standards in perspective
and relating to customer care
Understanding various comfort zones
of communication
The different personality types

Determining Your Personal
Vision/Approach

•

Why the client is important, what he
expects and what it means to you

Accountability - What is “THE CHOICE”?

•

How to ensure effective results through
effective behaviour change
Identifying BASE questions and
behaviour
Identifying FASE questions and
behaviour

•
•

Consider Your Power

•

•

A step by step approach to customer
care ensuring all bases are covered, a
module on concise communication as
well as dealing with difficult customers
Listen, apologise, solve, thank

Meeting, Greeting and Cultural
Awareness

•

Includes listening, complaint
identification, cultural sensitivity, the
smile, articulation and tone of voice,
verbal communication

Identifying the Required Hard Skills for
the Job

•

Includes being aware of additional
knowledge that needs to be gained.
For example you cannot give advice on
product ABC without the
knowledge/skill to do so and then how
you go about obtaining that knowledge

•
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Customer Care for Delivery Staff

This half day workshop has been designed to assist the learners with using their
communication skills to enhance customer service, adhere to ethical standards in all dealings
with clients, provide adequate responses to a client's query or complaint and to assist clients
with constructive advice and information. Short, sharp and highly effective, it is pitched at
the perfect level for delivery personnel.

About this Course...

To assist the learners with using their
communication skills to enhance customer
service, adhere to ethical standards in all
dealings with clients

Customer Care & Service levels

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit staff who interact with customers, particularly Delivery Drivers and
Warehouse Staff.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop delegates will have the ability to analyse their behaviour against
the criteria for good customer care. Be able to identify the criteria for professional behaviour
and make decisions that will enhance the client’s experience with the organisation

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

US TITLE

N/A
The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: ½-Day
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Content
The important role that customers play

•

Understanding that they are not an
intrusion on your day, but the very
reason you are employed

Customer Service from a Client’s
Perspective

•

The four traditional dimensions of
customer service: time, dependability,
convenience, and communications

Punctuality

•

The role that time plays: monochromic
culture or polychromic culture
Understanding how the fear of time
loss influences behaviour

•

What is courtesy and why is it important?

•
•

Defining courtesy
Different cultures, different manners,
or not? This includes the basics of the
universal body language

What communication skills are necessary
to make for a good client service?

•
•
•
•

L A S T: listen, ask, solve, and tell
Four common barriers to listening
Four different types of listening
TRUST: total, remembered,
understood, simple, and time bound

The KISS Principle

•

Keeping it short and simple – doing it
well
Applying this principle to customer
care

•

Overcoming Language Barriers?

•

Working in a culturally diverse, multi
lingual South Africa

Familiar with Clients

•

From language to socialising
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Customer Care 2-Day
This accredited workshop has been designed to motivate and empower the learner to
communicate clearly and concisely and apply this knowledge in the interest of internal and
external customer care as well as for themselves from a career perspective.
Assessments are available for this workshop. It is our experience that the organisations that
enter into this training experience improved team work and improved personal attitudes an
added advantage.

About this Course...

To motivate and empower the learner to
communicate clearly and concisely. Emphasis
on client care and relationship building.

Customer Care & Service levels

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff who interact with customers, including Sales Staff, Office
Staff, Receptionists, Retail Staff, Housekeeping Staff, Security Staff.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop the learners will have mastered the art of communicating
positively and without barriers and will be able to contribute to a diverse working
environment.
Assessments for this SETA accredited 2-day workshop are offered at an additional cost.
These Assessments, referred to as Summative Assessments, require a commitment from
both the delegate and his/her company – please see the Assessment Information document
for more information
SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

10354

2

8

US TITLE
Contribute to a diverse working
environment in a Contact Centre

This workshop is fully accredited and aligned with the above unit standard. This unit expires on 30-06-2018
.

Duration: 2-Days
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Content
Definitions, Attitude and Aptitude

•
•

What are the core building blocks of
customer care
How well do we as individuals provide
them and how efficient could we be

Understanding People

•

Understanding various comfort zones
of communication, looking at our
personal and company communication
from a client’s perspective

Determining Your Personal Vision

•

Why the client is important, what he
expects and what it means to the
learner, recognising our
reasons/motivations for certain
perspectives and offering positive
options or alternatives

Accountability - BASE and FASE

•

How to ensure effective results through
effective behaviour change, the use of
a reflective diary is practised

Consider Your Power - PLEASE TRUST US

•

A step by step approach to customer
care with each letter of PLEASE TRUST
US serving as a reminder and enabling
us to check and ensure that all bases
are covered
This includes a module on concise
communication as well as dealing with
difficult customers LAST: Listen,
Apologise, Solve, Thank,)

•

Meeting, Greeting and Cultural
Awareness

•

Includes listening, complaint
identification, cultural sensitivity, the
smile, articulation and tone of voice,
verbal communication

Identifying the Required Skills for the Job

•

Includes being aware of additional
knowledge that needs to be gained
For example you cannot give advice on
product ABC without the knowledge/
skill to do so and then how you go
about obtaining that knowledge

•
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Debt Collection
The course outline is designed to assist the learners with the approach and skills necessary
to enter debt collection negotiations. It gives the learner a structured approach to the theory
of negotiation easily enabling them to recognise the client’s approach and assisting them in
gaining clarity on their own goals, thereby enabling better outcomes.
A comprehensive approach to debt collection, this workshop can be presented over two days
of training.

About this Course...

Sales & Negotiations

Aim

Debt Collection Training

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all debt collection personnel.

Outcome
The learner will be able to identify and apply the necessary skills required for debt collection.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

242814

3

6

US TITLE
Identify and explain the core and
support functions of an organisation

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 2-Days
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What is Currency?

•
•
•
•
•

The definition of currency
Money and other currency
Understanding Business – The Core
and Support Functions
The job of a collections agent – what
value is added?
What’s in it for me? WIIFM

Debt

•
•

The emotional aspect and perceptions
South African Stats and debt culture –
not all clients cannot pay, some simply
don’t want to

The Debt Collector

•
•

Terminology for debt collectors
The tightrope of client care and debt
collection
Preparing for and beginning a call
Tone of Voice
Empathy
Understanding positioning (you and me
against the problem)
Highlighting the WIIFM for the client
Giving Hope
Thanking the Client

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
The Approach

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Active and Reflective Listening
Great Questioning
Assertiveness
Overcoming objections
Typical excuses and reasons for non
payment
Solution Finding – overcoming
objections
Negotiation Skills – Be the first to
Give, Present Well, Do Something,
Learn to Learn
Handling Difficult Clients,
understanding influence and conflict
management modes

Goal Setting

•
•
•

Using SMART goal setting
Staying Motivated
Dealing with Stress

Summarising Tool
ACED
Alternatives
Constructive
Empathy
Decision

•

A summarising matrix speaking to all
of the above in an easily
understandable tool
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Delegating for Success
To educate management on the basic requirements of good delegation. This generic
workshop includes the use of delegation theories as well as some practical tools to use to
ensure completion of projects and tasks.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

We have used Staff Training for many of
our management workshops and without
fail they deliver on the outcomes we require
– Thank you for making it so easy for us
to do business with you ~ Sue

Management & Leadership

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit Managers at all levels.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop the learners will have the basic knowledge enabling them to set
goals and standards, empower other staff, grow in their own positions and recognise the
value of a team.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

242817

4

8

US TITLE
Solve problems, make decisions
and implement solutions

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
What Are the Qualities of a Good
Manager?

•

How to realise your full potential – what
does it actually take, what do your
subordinates and industry in general expect
from you?

Understanding People

•

Why we relate really well to some people
and simply don't understand others.
A module on personality profiling and how to
effectively implement the knowledge from a
management perspective, team analysis,
senior management analysis, self-analysis

Understanding the level of expertise you
are dealing with

•

The use of the conscious/unconscious
learning matrix to ensure that you all start
on the same page

Time and Delegation

•

Understanding the impact of time on
delegation

Understanding Your Management Style

•

Analysing and understanding the impact
your personal style has on you
Understanding the impact of your personal
style on others

•
Delegation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding the aspects of delegation
Why we delegate
Who to delegate to
How to delegate
When to delegate
Ensuring feedback is timeous and useful
Ensuring standards are upheld
Granting authority and autonomy

Setting Clear delegation goals through
the use of delegation tools

•

The use of the logical framework as a
delegation tool
The use of the mini project management
approach in delegation

Getting the Authority Levels right

•

Setting business and personal standards –
this is a very short module, but should a
client wish to have a specific issue
highlighted the trainer is more than capable
of doing so on the day

Giving Constructive Feedback

•

Using various communication tools to
ensure that your feedback remains
positive and empowering
Kiss Kick method
BEEF method

•

•
•
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Developing your Management Potential I
To educate supervisors, junior and middle management on the basic requirements of good
management. This generic workshop is well tailored to suit all industries and sectors and the
learners are encouraged to utilize as many of their own examples as possible for the practical
exercises.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

Thank you Staff Training - I learnt so
much! ~ Sue

Management & Leadership

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit emerging Supervisors and Managers, and those making the transition
from Supervisor to Manager.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop the learners will have the basic knowledge enabling them to set
goals and standards, empower other staff, grow in their own positions and recognise the
value of a team.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

242817

4

8

US TITLE
Solve problems, make decisions
and implement solutions

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
What Are the Qualities of a Good
Manager?

•

How to realise your full potential –
what does it actually take, what do
senior managers expect from you and
what do your colleagues need

Understanding People

•

Why we relate really well to some
people and simply don't understand
others
A module on personality profiling and
how to effectively implement the
knowledge from a management
perspective, team analysis, senior
management analysis, self-analysis

•

Making the Transition to
Manager/Supervisor

•

•

Shifting the focus of responsibility –
dealing with the transition, for many
new supervisors this is a huge
challenge
Includes a discussion on gender, age
and cultural challenges experienced

Understanding Your Role in the
Organisation

•

Clearly defining expectations the
blueprint is provided

Understanding Your Management Style

•

Analysing and understanding the
impact your personal style has on you
and your success as a manager,
working with this understanding to
achieve better future results

Is Your Vision Cellular or Holistic?

•

Analysing communication within your
company
What are the pitfalls and the solutions
and how can you as a manager
encourage better outcomes

•

Setting Clear Goals and Expectations

•
•
•

Setting Clear Standards
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Goal setting made real
Theoretical and practical approach to
goal setting
Learners are invited to put their own
and current challenges on the table
and work toward a possible solution
with goal setting
Setting business and personal
standards – this is a very short
module, but should a client wish to
have a specific issue highlighted the
trainer is more than capable of doing
so on the day
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Delegating and Empowering

•
•

•

Understanding the necessity and
acquiring the skill
This extremely empowering module
helps us to systematically unpack the
challenges we experience with
delegation and understanding that
because the responsibility for the
outcome of a delegated task lies with
us
The process of the delegation needs to
be thorough and well thought out

Making Time for Employees!

•

What the 'open door policy' should
actually mean – a short discussion

Recognising Achievement

•

The secure manager and his approach
– a short discussion

Failing to Learn

•

How to ensure you are continually
learning – a short and sharp discussion
on the dangers of hardening attitudes
in world where change is the only
constant

Training Your Staff

•

What are the options open to you to
ensure that you develop a culture of
learning and achievement – a short
discussion
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Developing your Management Potential II
This workshop is the perfect follow up to Developing Your Management Potential I and
further assists managers in their role of developing and leading a team, department or
company concentrating on more specific business tools and theories. In all cases we try to
encourage the learners to bring their own challenges to the table.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

To assist managers in their role as
developers and leaders of a department
and/or company concentrating on further
tools of measurement and methodologies

Management & Leadership

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit emerging Supervisors and Managers, and those making the transition
from Supervisor to Manager.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop, the learner will be able to implement a host of new styles and
theories with the outcome of focused and effective leadership in the South African context.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

242817

4

8

US TITLE
Solve problems, make decisions
and implement solutions

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
•

Using the Conscious and Unconscious
Learning Matrix

•

•

•

Analysing the organisation as an
holistic entity
What components determine success?
–as quoted by Forbes Magazine
Human learning matrix and psyche –
understanding the interaction and how
they determine our standards and
benchmarks
This matrix is used specifically to help
us understand the disconnect between
expectation and delivery and how we
can go about closing that gap

Using the JOHARI Window

•
•

A practical method for assessment
Understanding how it works and how
to apply the methodology effectively,
not only for individuals, but as part of
a team, a 360 feedback or even as
customer care surveys

Using the SWOT Matrix

•

The age old matrix that helps us to
determine our strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats

Aligning Our Values

•

This highly effective module helps us
to determine strategic vision through
giving us a practical and easy to use
tool (adapted from Edward De Bono six
value medals) that assists us with
decision making
Used in conjunction with the Force
Field Analysis it is extremely powerful.

•
Using the Force Field Analysis

•

Understanding this method and its
effective application

Using Situational Leadership

•

The four leadership styles required in
the skills vs. will or ability vs.
motivational aspect of productivity

Using Feedback to Its Greatest
Advantage Not Just another APOP!

•

An in depth discussion regarding the
theory of feedback and practical
implementation vs. legal HR
requirements
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Developing your Management Potential III
This workshop is designed to further assist managers in their role as developers and leaders
of a department and/or company concentrating on further tools of measurement and
methodologies. It works well as a follow up to its two predecessors. The focus in this
workshop is on providing theories to improve vision and decision making.

About this Course...

To assist managers in their role as
developers and leaders of a department
and/or company concentrating on further
tools of measurement and methodologies.

Management & Leadership

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit emerging and seasoned Supervisors, Managers, and Leaders.

Outcome
The learner walks away with the ability to use known frameworks to develop their
management and leadership decision making. The managers are able to quantify and justify
their decision making enabling more fruitful and collaborative solutions within the work
place.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

242817

4

8

US TITLE
Solve problems, make decisions
and implement solutions

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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The McKinsey Seven S Framework

•
•

•

Using Scenario Planning to assist
strategic decision making

•
•
•

The Balanced Scorecard

•
•

•

The Service Profit Chain

•

•

The Fishikawa

•
•
•
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Understanding this framework and its
terminology
Working with this framework to
analyse the full functionality of your
company or department
Practical examples of how to use the
model beneficially and how to avoid
the pitfalls
Understanding the what if and the
possibilities
Using the matrix to flesh out the
possibilities
Putting it into practice
The balanced scorecard as a
performance measurement system
Enabling the manager to get a rounded
and balanced view of the organisation
or department, measuring what counts
Analysing various scorecards and
identifying courses of action

Management & Leadership

Content

Enabling you to identify the drivers of
profitability in a service environment,
diagnose problems with customer
retention and employee morale
Identifying the course of action once
diagnosis has been completed
Using this drill down method to identify
the root cause of problems
Finding a solution to combat the root
cause
Putting it into practice
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Diversity
To assist the learners with the necessary knowledge regarding issues of diversity in a specific
South African context. The issues of diversity globally mostly revolve around culture, gender,
age and religion. We look at all of these and establish the positives whilst addressing
perceptions.
Please note: A customised version of this workshop can be aligned to the Batho
Pele principles for government.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

She was an excelled trainer. So easy to
follow ~ Leonie

Diversity, Etiquette & Equality

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff.

Outcome
The qualifying learner is capable of:




Demonstrating understanding of the underlying dynamics that give rise to perceptions
of diversity.
Applying knowledge of psychosocial factors that have relevance for inter-group
relationships.
Investigating issues of privilege and power among members of a specific community.

Proposing a course of action to bring about change in a selected community

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

8664

4

4

US TITLE
Examine social features as
pertaining to the workplace

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
Cultural Diversity

•

The definitions of diversity and culture and
the South African landscape

Challenging and Shaping Our
Perceptions as Adults

•

Exploring how our neural pathways are
formed and how they influence our
perceptions

Understanding Prejudice

•
•

Understanding what prejudice is
Why we find it so difficult to change our
thinking even when faced with the brutal
impact of negative prejudicial behaviour on
an individual

The Role of the Media

•

How the media shapes our behaviours,
expectations and understanding of the world
The Role of the Media in Forming Attitudes
Towards Mental Illness By Kismet Baun

•
Employment Equity and the Bill of
Rights

•

•

•

We unpack the meaning of the freedom
charter, how it leads to a bill of rights and
what this actually means to us as
individuals
How Employment Equity is playing out in
the SA workforce today and the perceptions
and expectations of the various cultural
groups towards this far reaching law
Addressing cause and effect by looking at
the history of other countries with far
reaching redressing policies

Issues of Conflict and Cooperation,
Power and Privilege

•

Concentrating on Areas of
Similarity and Positivity

•

This very practical module encourages us to
look to our similarities and not our
differences

Culture and Etiquette From Around
the World

•

This module touches on some of the more
outlandish cultures and rules of society
around the world whilst simultaneously
sparking discussions around the BRICS
alliance in which South Africa finds itself
Indicating how the social cultures in the
BRICS countries will have to be embraced if
we want to play a leading role on this
international stage

•

•
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We explore the roles and responsibilities
that come with power and privilege
We explore how to use conflict as a learning
curve as opposed to a point of break down
and how to gain co-operation through
collaborative means
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Effective Service Delivery
This workshop is designed to assist the delegate with Effective Service Delivery.
Organisations that align their strategic vision to their client’s needs and are then adapt their
operational planning accordingly are more likely to show positive results and growth.
This workshop will assist the delegate with aligning the vision and approaching their tasks
from a basic project management viewpoint, lending strength to the quality, cost and time
approach to service delivery.
Please note: A customised version of this workshop can be aligned to the Batho
Pele principles for government.

About this Course...

Assist the delegate with aligning the vision
and approaching their tasks from a basic
project management viewpoint, lending
strength to the quality, cost and time
approach to service delivery.

Customer Care & Service levels

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit Project Managers, Supervisors, Managers, and those working in
Government.

Outcome
At the end of the workshop the delegates will be able to define the scope of a project,
understand and use standard project management methods and manage key projects with
full knowledge of time, scope, quality and cost. The delegate will be in the position to
organise and manage a basic project and offer improved service delivery.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

120372

4

5

US TITLE
Explain fundamentals of project
management

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 2-Days
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Content
What is Service Delivery and Why
the Project Management Approach

•
•

Understanding service delivery
The mandate we carry from our
clients/voters/constituencies

Identifying the Nine Aspects of a
Task or Project

•
•

What makes a project successful or not
The essential components of organising,
managing and completing a project

Communication, Team, Risk, Time,
Procurement, Cost, Quality,
Customer and Scope

•

Detailing each aspect and ensuring full
understanding of the impact each aspect has
on every other

Understanding and Defining Scope

•

Without a detailed understanding of this
essential aspect the whole project is doomed
Analysing deliverables, boundaries and
requirements
Avoiding scope creep and clearly setting
expectations

•
•
Managing the Client and Other
Parties/Stakeholders

•
•

•

Business or Politics?
It is necessary to know who the client
actually is and who needs to be involved to
ensure the successful completion of the
project
Recognising the role that stakeholders play in
scope definition

Organising the Project

•

Structuring and planning the project with
good communication and the necessary
controls in place

Risk Identification and Analysis

•

Identifying and managing risk through an
understanding of the risk management cycle

Task Identification and Analysis

•

Deciding on the methodology to use

Cost Identification and Analysis

•
•

Understanding the financial aspects
How finance for non-financial managers is
possible

Creating the Task Lists

•

How to create these lists using measurable
methods

Using Standard Charts and
Theories to Plan

•

The importance of understanding and
implementing these tools

Analysing the Value of the Project

•

Identifying the business value of the project

Monitoring and Controlling the
Project

•

Quality control and how to keep abreast of
this aspect
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Emotional Intelligence
To supply the learners with the necessary knowledge and confidence, regarding
communicating in an emotionally intelligent manner. As well as assisting them in applying
such principles to personal and work life. Studies show that individuals with increased
emotional intelligence are four times more likely to succeed in life than their equal IQ
counterparts.
This practical workshop makes the journey to a more emotionally intelligent state easier.
This workshop is highly recommended for every person in business today. In our experience
organisations that send full teams (especially management) on this training gain tremendous
value from the experience…

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

Very helpful and clear - opened my mind. ~
Sivuyile

EI, Communication & Self-Mastery

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff.

Outcome
The content of this workshop would be useful to all delegates who work with people in their
place of employment. It is a powerful workshop that teaches us to analyse the relationship
between emotional intelligence, self-awareness and mindfulness, in relation to either
leadership or self-mastery, or both. The outcome is that our communication becomes more
authentic and honest and we are better equipped to handle conflict, difficult situations and
tough discussions.
SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

252031

5

4

US TITLE
Apply the principles and concepts of
emotional intelligence to the
management of self and others

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs..

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
Principles of Emotional Intelligence
Explained

•

•
•

Principles of Emotional Intelligence in
Practice

•
•
•

Assessment of Emotional Intelligence and
Competence

•
•
•

Personal and Interpersonal Competencies
at Work

•
•

An in depth understanding of what
multiple intelligences, emotional
intelligence and intelligence quotient
are
The two pillars of emotional
intelligence and its five domains
Understanding the emphasis on
emotional intelligence and
How our EQ impacts on every aspect of
our working lives
What the principles are
How the principals are visible in our
daily behaviour and communication
The methodologies used to assess this
skill
What to measure and how?
The link between emotional intelligence
and emotional competence is the selfmotivation to apply the knowledge.
Where can that motivation come from?
Understanding each of these and how
they interact
Emotional intelligence is not enough,
the knowledge needs to translate to
competencies

Knowing Ourselves

•

Discussing the use of emotional
intelligence in our daily lives

Addressing Competencies With the Tools
at Our Disposal

•

Numerous business tools, theories and
practical’s that improve our ability to
do it better
Putting the reflective diary tool and
polarity exercise into practice

•

Further Reading , Areas of Interest and
The Case for Improved Emotional
Competencies

www.StaffTraining.co.za
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A host of further reading and case
studies that all help to consolidate the
learning of this soft skill
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Enneagram and Emotional Intelligence for
Leaders
To empower and develop delegates and encourage their journey of self-mastery enabling
them to exhibit Emotional Intelligence in their daily practices and competencies.
This is a practical and informative workshop that requires the delegate to fill in a preworkshop questionnaire on the Enneagram Self Mastery Tool. A component of this workshop
is customised for each individual.

About this Course...

To empower and develop delegates and enable
them to use their knowledge and skills on
Emotional Intelligence, practically and
effectively.

EI, Communication & Self-Mastery

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all Supervisors, Managers, Leaders, and Team Leaders.

Outcome
The content of this workshop would be useful to all delegates who work with people in their
place of employment. It is a powerful workshop that teaches us to analyse the relationship
between emotional intelligence, self-awareness and mindfulness, in relation to leadership and
self-mastery. The outcome is that our communication becomes more authentic and honest
and we are better equipped to handle conflict, difficult situations and tough discussions.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

120305

5

8

US TITLE
Analyse the role that emotional
intelligence plays in leadership

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 2-Days
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Content
Principles and Theory of Emotional
Intelligence

•

All principles explained, relating to leadership,
self-management and in relation to the theory
of multiple intelligences

Principles of Emotional Intelligence in
Practice

•

Including attitudes, conflict handling (internal
and external) communication, assertiveness,
identifying stress and stressful behaviours.
The theme from this module runs throughout
the workshop and is often referred back to

•

Enneagram Profiling and Analysis as an
Assessment Instrument

•
•
•
•

•

Interpersonal Competencies at Work

•
•
•
•

Knowing Ourselves

•
•
•

A coaching tool for self-awareness and selfmastery.
Understanding core motivations, values and
fears.
Understanding the nine lenses of the world.
The enneagram is considered to be one of the
best leadership and self-mastery tools in the
world today
Our facilitators are accredited by the
International Coaching Federation
What do individuals respond well to?
How to deliver feedback both positive and
negative?
Social and cultural awareness
The advantages of listening well
Introduction to the enneagram which explains
the history of the Enneagram and its function
Interpreting the enneagram
The nine different behaviour types

Recognising our Locus of Control

•

Responsibilities to self, others, organisation,
community and planet

Effective Communication and Feedback

•

Providing feedback in an emotionally
intelligent fashion
Ensuring maximum production using
collaboration as opposed to instructional
feedback to ensure maximum buy in

•

www.StaffTraining.co.za
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Ethics in Management
The purpose of this workshop is to explain and demonstrate the importance of
establishing an ethical culture in the workplace.

About this Course...

To explain and demonstrate the importance
of establishing an ethical culture in the
workplace

Diversity, Etiquette & Equality

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit Supervisors, Managers, and Leaders - all those in a position to
implement a culture of ethics in their organisation.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop delegates will have an understanding of the importance of good
ethical conduct in the workplace as well as possessing the knowledge of how to implement a
Code of Ethics.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

116484

5

6

US TITLE
Evaluate a specified code of ethics
and/or code of conduct

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 2-Days
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Content
What are Ethics?

•
•
•
•

Understanding the concept of ethics
What is culture?
How do the lines get blurred?
What factors influence the
development of a code of ethics

Factors Influencing the Development of a
Code of Ethics

•

Seven principles guiding the
development of a code of ethics which
includes developing a values-based
organisation and code that encourages
principles of integrity
Factors influencing effective
implementation of a code of ethics

•

Identifying Core Business Areas

•
•
•
•
•
•

Is there such a thing as a core
business area when it comes to Ethics?
Organisational response to ethical
behaviour
Legislation as the foundation of the
development of a code of ethics
Aligning duties and functions to a work
ethic
The seven value medals
Putting it into practice

Identifying Ethical and Unethical Conduct

•

Case Studies of ethical and unethical
conduct

Culture Creation

•
•
•

How to create a culture
How to sustain a culture
Formulating a code of ethics

Follow Up and Reinforce

•

Evaluating your culture of ethics
Is it necessary to reinforce or enforce?
Benchmarking your culture against
international standards
Additional practical exercises and
ethical dilemmas

•
•
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Aim

To understand the challenges and harness the strengths of doing business in a multi-cultural
society. This course explores latent prejudices and encourages the delegates to move into a
solutions based mode through discussion and sharing of real life situations.
The modules covered assist the delegate in identifying appropriate behaviour in the
workplace, with a strong customer centric approach.
Please note: A customised version of this workshop can be aligned to the Batho
Pele principles for government.

About this Course...
To understand the challenges and harness
the strengths of doing business in a multicultural society.

Diversity, Etiquette & Equality

Etiquette, Ethics and Customer Care

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff who work in a business setting, in all departments.

Outcome
This is a holistic workshop. At the end of it learners will be able to discern the need for a set
of personal, societal and business related behaviours and patterns enabling them to conduct
themselves with ease and confidence at any function.
SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

14359

2

CREDITS
5

US TITLE
To apply leadership concepts in a
work context

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
Etiquette - What is it?

•

Understanding the modern definition of
etiquette and relating it to SA
hospitality culture.

Our Customers

•

The customer window – an interactive
exercise determining what our clients
want from us and don’t get, what our
clients get from us and don’t want.
What our clients want from us and get
as well as what our clients don’t want
from us and don’t get.

The Etiquette of Cross Cultural
Communication

•

Understanding what culture is, what a
business culture is and why we
sometimes find communication so
difficult.

Stress and Time

•
•

What is professionalism?
Exploring personal and possible
barriers toward professionalism
How time influences our levels of
etiquette and professionalism
The main rule of client care in
hospitality.

•
•
Ethics

•
•
•
•

How we bring etiquette, culture,
customer care and ethics together

www.StaffTraining.co.za
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What are ethics?
The influence of ethics influence on our
ability to compete in our
industries
Creating a framework for ethical
behaviour
How we keep each other to our
agreed ethical standards
Case studies and role plays assisting
with decision making
You be the judge – allowing for
discernment and discussion
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Feedback as a Management Tool
To assists leaders in the art of effective feedback, thereby ensuring maximum gain from
team input and empowering leadership practices. The workshop provides tools and
frameworks to use assisting the leader and team to increase productivity through feedback
and engagement.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

I really dislike giving feedback especially
when it is negative! This workshop is
exactly what I need!

Management & Leadership

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit emerging Supervisors and Managers, as well as those with a
resistance to feedback.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop the learners will have the basic knowledge enabling them to set
goals and standards, empower other staff, grow in their own positions and recognise the
value of a team.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

242817

4

8

US TITLE
Solve problems, make decisions
and implement solutions

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs

Duration: 1-Day
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What is Feedback?

•
•
•

Feedback is where you find it.
Categorising formal and informal
feedback
Current best practices on feedback
modules

Understanding the impact of timing on
Feedback

•
•

The impact of timeous feedback
Recognising why we are giving
feedback

Feedback needs to be Bidirectional

•

Understanding the power of timeous
feedback being bidirectional
Empowering your team to give you
feedback through correct delegation
Creating a culture of welcoming
feedback
When feedback is negative and how to
avoid this
The time formal feedback takes and
why we resist it
Tools to use to encourage the
embracing of formal feedback
Using feedback to effect behaviour
change
Using the technology at our disposal

•
•
Our Personal Resistance to Feedback

•
•
•
•
•

Communication Tips for Feedback

•
•
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Using assertiveness tools to give good
feedback and maximise results
Empowering your team to give good
feedback to leaders and colleagues
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Frontline Reception I
To advise and guide the learner in a practical and fun way on the finer points of reception
and communication excellence. This workshop is most valuable to receptionists as it
addresses the need for professionalism. It also creates awareness of the importance of this
position for both internal and external clients, and with that awareness the need for being
self-motivated and knowledge driven.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

Good pace with lots of interaction. ~
Shereen

Customer Care & Service levels

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all Receptionists and anyone charged with answering the telephone at
an organisation.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop the delegate will have the necessary knowledge to provide a
professional and complete “shop window” for both personal and telephonic callers to a
company. They will also be aware of their responsibility to their colleagues.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

14338

2

2

US TITLE
Attend to customer enquiries in
an office setting

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
Attitude and Aptitude

•
•
•

How to realise our full potential
What should we expect from ourselves?
An exercise in self-assessment

Understanding People

•

Why we relate really well to some people and
simply don't understand others
A module on personality profiling and how to
effectively implement the knowledge
We look at this mostly from a client’s
perspective

•
•
First Impressions Last

•
•
•

How to ensure we put our best foot forward
Why are first impressions so important?
How far reaching the consequences of doing so
are?

Body Language, Posture
Projection and Habits

•

How important is this form of non-verbal
communication?
Looking at aspects such as personal space, eye
contact, posture, arms, legs, angle of the
body, and hand gestures

Communication Starts With the
Ability to Listen

•

Positive Speech Patterns

•

Examples of positive speech in different
scenarios

The Face to Face Etiquette of
Reception

•
•

Making visitors feel welcome – stablishing a
quick rapport
Put it into practice with role play exercises

The Phone Call

•
•

Answering/accepting the call
The value of a simple greeting

The Etiquette of Telephonic
Liaison

•

The body of the call, professional speech, voice
control, taking of a good message and using
the universal alphabet key

Solidifying My Role as “Director of
First Impressions”

•

Contacting your company must be a pleasant
and satisfying experience
How to ensure this image is portrayed to your
customers

A Comprehensive List of
Information for Receptionists

•

Relevant information at your fingertips

What Procedures Should You
Have?

•

The smooth running of the reception portfolio
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How this affects our ability to communicate,
barriers and methods of overcoming them
How our speech patterns affect our success
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Frontline Reception II (Advanced)
To assist receptionists and office administrators in reaching goals and setting high standards
in the smooth operation of the front office. This workshop is the perfect follow up to Frontline
Reception I.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

The workshop ran at a pace which I felt
comfortable with - we had fun and learned
at the same time. ~ Michelle

Customer Care & Service levels

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all Receptionists, Office Managers and Administrators, and anyone
charged with answering the telephone at an organisation.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop, the learner will be able to approach the re-organisation of their
day with confidence and purpose as well as having the necessary information to present a
professional and efficient support system to management and clients alike.

SAQA US ID
252210

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

4

4

US TITLE
Handle a range of customer
complaints and queries

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
Skills, Qualities and Attributes Required
for Success

•
•

How to realise our full potential.
What should we expect of ourselves
and what it is that others expect from
us

Identifying and Classifying Your
Customers

•

Understanding why we handle some
people well and simply don't
understand others
A module on personality profiling and
to effectively implement the knowledge
This is mostly handled from an internal
client perspective

•
•

Developing Your Role and Contribution

•
•

Finding direction through clear and
objective goal setting
Put it into practice with theoretical and
practical exercises

Identifying Urgent Versus Important
Tasks and Realistic Deadlines

•
•

How to prioritise effectively
A highly effective lesson in time
management

Being Assertive and Clear with Others

•

In depth theoretical and practical
exercises on how to acquire this
essential skill

The Key to Effective Written
Communication

•

How to compile readable, concise and
correct correspondence

Effective Minute Taking

•

Recording and transcribing minutes
with an emphasis on the action minute
format

Keeping an Effective Diary

•

The practicalities of this essential too
in today’s digital world

Maintaining Professionalism and Etiquette

•

Presentation of yourself and your
company
Highlighting etiquette and diversity.

•
Additional Material for Leisure Reading

www.StaffTraining.co.za
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Practical advice on document storage
systems
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Frontline Service and Upselling
To inform frontline and service or sales counter delegates on how to provide superior service
in an in-house sales orientated environment, maximizing customer care in the interest of
gaining customer loyalty.

About this Course...

To inform frontline and service or sales
counter delegates on how to provide superior
service in an in-house sales orientated
environment

Customer Care & Service levels

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all Receptionists, Office Managers and Administrators, and anyone
charged with answering the telephone at an organisation.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop the delegates will be equipped with the necessary knowledge to
conduct sales in a professional and helpful manner with emphasis on service excellence

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

259886

4

4(16)

US TITLE
Conduct sales and support
services

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
Attitude and Aptitude

•
•

What it is all about
How to maintain a good attitude in
times of stress

Determining Your Personal Vision

•

Identifying what it is that motivates
you
Identifying how much of that the client
actually provides – a highly
motivational module

•

Customers – their expectations

•
•

What do clients expect from us?
This module focuses on the perspective
of the client

Emotional vs. Necessary Purchase

•

Identifying the different buying
attitudes and the different techniques
one can use to encourage more
spending

DISC Approach from an Upselling
Perspective

•

Understanding the DISC approach:
Demanding, Influential, Sensitive and
Careful
Defining upselling
How to sell to which personality type

•
•
Effective Communication Skills

•
•

Ways to better communicate with
others
Put it into practice

Practical Tools for Dealing with both Easy
and Difficult Clients

•

Communication tools to ensure that we
are getting the full story across

Simple Actions – Huge returns

•

Do sweat the small stuff when it comes
to customer care

Major Do’s and Don’ts

•

Understanding our multicultural society

Ensuring the Referral

•

Small but effective ways to get your
clients to be your best sales people
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Frontline for Security Staff
To advise and guide the learner in a practical and fun way on the finer points of reception
and communication excellence. This workshop has been adapted from our Frontline
Reception I workshop to address the specific requirements of security staff. This workshop
addresses the need for professionalism and also creates awareness of the importance of this
position for both internal and external clients, and with that awareness the need for being
self-motivated and knowledge driven.

About this Course...

To advise and guide the learner in a
practical and fun way on the finer points
of reception and communication excellence.

Customer Care & Service levels

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all security personnel who interact with the public.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop the delegate will have the necessary knowledge to provide a
professional and complete “shop window” for both personal and telephonic callers to a
company. They will also be aware of their responsibility to their colleagues.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

US TITLE

N/A

Duration: 1-Day
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Attitude and Aptitude

•

How to realise our full potential. What should
we expect from ourselves? An exercise in selfassessment

Understanding People

•

Why we relate really well to some people and
simply don't understand others. A module on
personality profiling and how to effectively
implement the knowledge. We look at this
mostly from a client’s perspective.

First Impressions Last, your
environment, your grooming

•

Understanding how you are the first link in the
chain of impressions.

Body Language

•

How important is this form of non-verbal
communication? Looking at eye contact,
posture etc.

Communication Starts With the
Ability to Listen

•

What goes wrong if we don’t understand our
clients? Looking at foreign languages, different
types of listening, types of questions, positive
speech, the 7 Cs of effective communication

The Etiquette of Meeting and
Greeting

•

How to be an effective interface between your
company and the customer, meeting and
greetings concluded through role play where
ever possible

The Etiquette of Telephonic
Liaison

•

A brief look at answering calls, taking
messages, and understanding the important
parts of the call

Effective Communication Skills

•

Ensuring information is offered and received in
an effective manner. Universally accepted
methodologies. Dealing with difficult clients

Exceeding Expectations

•

Explaining the difference between good enough
and best

Solidifying My Role as “Director of
First Impressions”

•

Contacting your company must be a pleasant
and satisfying experience – how to ensure this
image is portrayed to your customers

What Procedures Should You
Have?

•

Having everything at hand… Maps etc.
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Goods Receiving and Dispatch
The aim of this course is for delegates to be able to receive stock in a wholesale/retail or any
other organisation, implement security procedures to prevent shrinkage and losses and
enhance the efficiency of the supply chain by recording required information on stock being
received and dispatched.

About this Course...

Retail Specifics

Aim

To be able to receive stock in a
wholesale/retail organisation or division of
an organisation, implement security
procedures to prevent shrinkage and losses.

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all Retail and Warehouse Staff, and anyone who receives stock for an
organisation.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop the delegates will be equipped with the necessary knowledge as
above plus they will understand their accountability toward the company’s policy regarding
stock losses.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

114896

3

12

US TITLE
Receive stock

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
•

•

An holistic understanding of the entire
process of goods receiving and
dispatch
Why it is important to have a
methodical approach

Where it All Starts

•

The initial link in the chain

Flow Diagrams

•

The process illustrated and made
relevant to the organisation
Put it into practice

•
Goods Receiving Procedure

•
•

Preparing for a delivery
Theory and practical are completed to
embed the learning

Unpacking of Stock

•

Seven steps for the correct unpacking
of stock
Theory and practical are completed to
embed the learning

•

Processing of New Merchandise

•
•

Procedure for Dispatching of Stock

•
•

Stock Loss in the Receiving/Dispatch Area
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•

Retail Specifics

The Background

Eight steps for the processing of new
merchandise received
Theory and practical, both manual and
computerized systems are discussed
Learning both the correct and incorrect
procedure
Theory and practical, both manual and
computerised systems are discussed
Putting procedures in place in order to
manage this issue effectively
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How to Build your Leadership Pipeline
To advise and guide managers in a practical way on the essential skill of building a
leadership pipeline

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

Understanding the commitment necessary to
building a leadership pipeline.

Customer Care & Service levels

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit managers and HR personnel

Outcome
The delegate will walk away with the necessary knowledge and skill to implement a process
of ensuring a strong leadership pipeline.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

11473

4

8

US TITLE
Manage individual and team
performance

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop
theories are designed to include the outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 2-Days
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Content
Understanding what a Leadership
Pipeline is

•
•
•
•
•

Definition
Where does it start?
Where does it end?
Why is it important?
How to earmark the right individuals

Understanding the 6 Leadership
passages

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Managing Self
Managing Others
Managing Managers
Functional Management
Business Management
Holistic Group Management
Reaching the Top, Values Management

Using Performance Standards and
Measures in each of the above
passages

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifying the performance model
Understanding the necessary skill in each
passage
Creating the development plan
Ensuring legislative compliance
Putting Measurables in Place for each passage
Obtaining Buy-in
Monitoring and Feedback

Identifying Possible Pipeline
Failures

•
•
•
•
•
•

The wrong people
Taking too long to adjust when necessary
Failure to seek feedback
Poor job definition
Institutional failure
Lack of coaching and/or mentoring

Dealing with development
discussions

•
•
•
•

How to use the right language
What remedial steps to take
Recognising when to Fast Track
Recognise when to let go
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How to Complete Tender Documents
This workshop will assist the delegates with the completion of tender documents. It will
give insight into the basic requirements that need to be in place for any government
tenders as well as how to physically procure the document and complete it in a logical
and organised manner, ensuring a professional submission.

About this Course...

How you ensure that your tender documents
are fully completed and comply to all legal
and auditing requirements.

Management & Leadership

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all management, support staff and small business owners who are
involved in the submission of tenders.

Outcome
The qualifying learner is capable of:
•
•
•

Procuring and reviewing a tender document.
Preparing and completing a tender document.
Submitting a tender document.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

119712

3

8

US TITLE
Tender for business or work in a
selected new venture

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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Understanding what a tender is and what
the auditing requirements are for the
client

•
•
•
•

Tendering for the larger jobs

•

•
•
Prepare for the completion of a tender
document

•
•
•
•
•
•

Completion of the document

www.StaffTraining.co.za
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•
•
•
•
•

Understanding the thinking as to why
companies go out to tender
What are the auditing requirements for
the allocation of tenders
How does this impact on the tenderer
Where do we find these tendered
opportunities
Any company that tenders for
corporates or for larger government
opportunities will need to have some
basics in place.
Ensuring that you have easy access to
the basic information
Partnering to ensure the legal
requirements
Establishing whether you comply with
the requirements
Bidder’s meetings and other
compliance requirements
Work breakdown schedules
Risk cost calculation
Calculations and mark-ups, profits and
payment
Taking industry knowledge into
account

Management & Leadership

Content

Being methodical and organised
Pre closure liaison with the client
Checking for accuracy
Making it logical
On time submission
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How to Deal with Difficult Clients
This workshop encourages the use of communication skills to enhance customer service,
adhere to ethical standards in all dealings with clients, provide adequate responses to a
client's query or complaint and to assist clients with constructive advice and information. The
aim of the workshop is to specifically address the difficult client.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

I got to understand myself much better
which means I can better understand my
clients. ~ Liz

Customer Care & Service levels

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff who interact with customers.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop delegates will have the ability to analyse their behaviour against
the criteria for good customer care. Be able to identify the criteria for professional behaviour
and make decisions that will enhance the client’s experience with the organisation. The
delegates will walk away with more confidence to face the difficult client and have a clear
idea as to which tool to use to deliver the required level of client care to a demanding client.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

252170

4

5

US TITLE
Apply the principles of customer
care in client interactions

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: ½-Day
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Content
The Important Role that Customers play

•

•
•

The customer is not an interruption in
your day – he is the REASON for your
day!
Understanding customer service from a
client’s perspective
What standard of performance does
the customer expect

Attitude and Aptitude

•

If you were interviewing for candidates
to replace you in the workplace, what
qualities would you be looking for in
this person?

Why are Clients Difficult?

•

Understanding why clients become
difficult

Do you Recognise These Customers?

•

What does the modern client want and
need?
How does service and client care help
them and us?

•

How to Calm the Client

•
•

How do we benefit from complaints?
What do we feel when faced with an
angry or disappointed customer and
what responses do these feelings
produce?

Assertiveness

•
•

How unassertive behaviour manifests
The criteria for assertive expression

Communication Skills

•

•

Communication starts with the ability
to listen
What does effective identification of a
complaint involve?
Aspects of speech

•
•

Keep It Short and Simple
How to implement the KISS principle

•

What is the KISS principle in customer
care and why is it important?
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How to Deal With Difficult Discussions
The purpose of this workshop is to assist the delegate in dealing with potentially difficult
conversations. We assist the delegate to critically examine the discussion without emotion
and to analyse the necessary routes and responses the discussion can take.

About this Course...
To assist all delegates in their use of a personal
efficiency programme allowing for their
personal and company vision to materialize and
to provide structure to their personal and
professional lives.

Customer Care & Service levels

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop learners will be more confident in their ability to better identify
the crux of difficult conversations and therefore also be better equipped to handle potentially
contentious issues with co-workers and staff members.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

US TITLE

9533

3

3

Use communication skills to handle
and resolve conflict in the workplace

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: ½-Day
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Content
Understanding People

•
•
•

Separate Reality and Perception

•
•

Your clients can be divided into four
main categories
How do we go understand people and
tolerate differences?
The different personality types
Separating reality from perception and
feeling from reactions
Developing positive alternatives

Identifying Points of Contention

•

Identifying the points of contention
boils down to defining the problem

Listening to Learn

•
•

Using full and active listening skills
Using listening games and exercises to
determine how to improve your
listening skills

How to Build a Collaborative Habit

•

DESC theory – describe, express,
specify, and consequence
BEEF theory – behaviour, example,
express, and future
Three step assertiveness technique
The structure of collaboration - Using
the necessary combination of
assertiveness and co-operation to
collaborate with the view of bringing
both larger solutions and better good
will to the table

•
•
•

Don’t Sweat the Small Stuff

•
•
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Identifying and allowing the small stuff
to remain small stuff
Put it into practice with the polarity
exercise
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How to do Research
Enabling the learner to understand research, the purpose thereof and how to go about it in
the most time efficient manner, producing the targeted information required for the
audience. This concise workshop requires delegates to bring their laptops to alternatively to
share with other delegates at the workshop.

About this Course...

Enabling the learner to understand
research, the purpose thereof and how to go
about it in the most time efficient manner,
producing the targeted information required
for the audience.

Written Communication

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff whose job involves compiling presentations and/or reports.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop, the learner would have the ability to plan and execute the
research of information for a presentation (informal or formal) in a systematic and time
effective manner.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

242839

4

2

US TITLE
Research content for a
presentation

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
Understanding Your Audience

•
•
•

Clearly understanding who will be the
ultimate audience
Finding out what kind of people you
will be presenting to
Tips for tailoring your research to your
audience

Understanding the Purpose of Your
Research

•
•

Defining a topic
Asking the right questions to uncover
the full purpose

Setting the Level of Detail Required

•

Whether short presentation or in-depth
paper
Setting the level of detail remains
important

•

Identifying the Preferred Methods of
Research

•

Identifying various methods available
to us and placing them into
perspective

Specifically Using Google and Making Use
of the WWW

•

Great tips and tricks to use the
powerful internet more efficiently
How to use Google
Putting it into practice

•
•
Interviews as a Research Method

•
•
•

Collect, Summarise and Sort Information

•
•
•
•

Present Information in a Logical and
Systematic Way to the Targeted Audience

•
•
•
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Types of interviews
Planning needed before conducting an
interview
Conducting interviews
Ensuring that the approach remains
structured
Tips for summarising
Using Microsoft Excel to produce charts
for presentations
Putting it into practice
Making a presentation
A quick rundown on presenting
logically
Template for presenting researched
information
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How to Engage Your Team
To assist managers with the knowledge to build and motivate a team through motivational
theory, generational and group dynamic knowledge and solid feedback techniques.
A motivated staff member is more likely to stay and in times of skills shortage, staff
retention becomes imperative.

About this Course...

To assist managers with the knowledge to
build and motivate a team through
motivational theory, generational and group
dynamic knowledge and solid feedback
techniques

Management & Leadership

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit Supervisors, Managers, and Leaders.

Outcome
The learner will have gained exposure to the latest motivational thinking and team building
requirements in the interest of improved productivity and skill retention

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

US TITLE

242819

4

10

How to motivate and build a team

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
What is Motivation and What Does it
Take?

•
•

Understanding Yourself and Others

•

•

Understanding Team Dynamics

•
•

Understanding the psychology of
motivation
What it takes to be motivated and how
it influences our actions and
behaviours
Understanding our basic motivations as
a species based on the 9 Enneagram
types – Summary per type
This Framework speaks to the basis of
our thinking
How team dynamics influences
motivation and action
Looking at the Tuckman model of
Team Formation

Understanding Generational Theory

•
•
•

The five generations in the workplace
What is it that the millennials want?
How are we able to gain and retain
input from this controversial
generation?

Understanding Motivational Theories

•

Briefly looking at the Hertzberg and
Maslow theories
Placing these theories in the South
African context

•

Understanding Feedback, the Technique,
the Timing, the Necessity

•
•

Motivational Action Plans

•
•
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To give good feedback means that you
have an “attitude of growth”
Working with feedback as a motivator
and not a whip
Putting motivational action plans in
place
Ensuring the smooth running of
operational procedures
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How to Lead a Team to Productivity

Explain techniques to enhance self-motivation and leadership performance and apply
strategies to motivating others in a leadership context.

About this Course...

To explain the concept of motivation and its
importance in enhancing performance levels.

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit emerging and seasoned Supervisors, Managers, and Leaders.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop delegates will have ways to measure the motivation levels in the
team, have the theory on how to go about improving the motivation of others and self and
have the know-how on how to recognise and minimise everyday conflict situations in the
workplace, through the process of positive leadership.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

120389

4

5

Time Management & Productivity

The purpose of this workshop is to explain the concept of motivation and its importance in
enhancing performance levels. Explaining and applying theories of motivation in a leadership
context.

Management & Leadership

Aim

US TITLE
Explain and apply the concept,
principles and theories of motivation in
a leadership context

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: ½ -Day
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•
•
•

How to Measure the Team’s Motivational
Levels

•
•
•

Understanding Theories of Motivation

•
•

•
•

What impact does motivation have on
productivity?
A brief look at the human psyche
What motivates people to work?
What tools do we use to measure?
Hershey Blanchard Situational
Leadership
If we do not measure motivation then
we cannot track how motivated people
are
Working with these theories in a
practical way
Converting motivational theories to
action, creating an environment
conducive to feedback, growth,
motivation and empowerment
Herzberg’s Theory – The Launch Pad
Psychological contracts ‘iceberg’ model

Converting Motivational Theories to
Action

•

What should team leaders,
supervisors, and managers be doing? –
Feedback, rewards, matching the
reward to the achievement, and being
timely and specific

Understanding Trigger Points for Conflict

•

How to encourage emotional
intelligence and self-mediation
amongst the team
The two main principles of emotional
intelligence
Looking at a case study

•
•
Understanding Your Responsibilities as a
Role Model

•
•

www.StaffTraining.co.za
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Time Management & Productivity

What is Motivation and Demotivation?

Management & Leadership

Content

Understanding the meaning of ethical
leadership and
Walking the talk – Why it is important
and how our behaviour as leaders is
perceived
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How to Manage Effective Meetings

About this Course...

To be able to plan and prepare for
facilitation of a meeting, demonstrating an
understanding of roles of a facilitator to
lead and manage group interactions

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit Supervisors, Managers, and Leaders.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop delegates will have the tools and knowledge with which to
facilitate and manage a meeting or workshop, and specifically work toward a format that will
make the meetings more productive. This skill allows for more confidence in chairing
meetings and is an extremely useful productivity tool.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

US TITLE

242726

5

4

Facilitate meetings/workshops effectively
to achieve organisational outcomes

Time Management & Productivity

Delegates attending this workshop will be able to plan and prepare for facilitation of a
meeting, demonstrating an understanding of roles of a facilitator to lead and manage group
interactions, determining the rules of procedure, facilitating consensus from the participants
about what the meeting should achieve, facilitating the meeting/workshop using various
techniques to achieve the outcomes and evaluating and interpreting information to provide
guidance towards achieving meeting/workshop outcomes.

Management & Leadership

Aim

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: ½ -Day
ays
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What is a Meeting?

•
•
•
•

When and when not to have a meeting
GOOD meetings allow for a group of
people to think purposefully together
The legal basis of meetings
Types of meetings

Organising an Effective and Productive
Meeting

•
•
•
•

Planning a meeting
Preparing information packs
Duties before a meeting
Preparing a working agenda and what
it should include

Understanding Your Role as Facilitator

•

The role players and their
responsibilities
Choosing a chairperson
Choosing a secretary

•
•
Understanding Group Dynamics

•

Tuckman’s model explained and their
key behaviours: Forming, storming,
norming and performing

Communication

•

Exploring methods to facilitate
effective conversations and avoid
deadlock conflict situations
How unassertive behaviour manifests
The criteria for assertive expression

•
•
Optimising the outcomes of the Meeting

•

•

Managing conflict

•
•
•

When to Work with Sub-Groups

www.StaffTraining.co.za
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•

Problem solving, creativity and
communication – using De Bono’s Six
Hat Thinking
Put it into practice by means of role
play
What is conflict and how does it affect
us?
What is conflict management and what
does it entail?
Seven attitudes to dissolve conflicts

Time Management & Productivity

Content

Management & Leadership

Staff Training

Identifying whether you should work
with sub-groups or not based on the
scenario faced
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How to Plan Effectively
The purpose of this workshop is to explain and demonstrate the importance of
proper planning in order to achieve goals and objectives. The workshop is very
practical and takes the delegates through the use of numerous tools to assist them
with the necessary decision-making and planning

About this Course...

To explain and demonstrate the importance
of proper planning in order to achieve goals
and objectives

Time Management & Productivity

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff whose job involves planning and decision-making.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop delegates will be better prepared to effectively plan goals and
projects, and be able to use the correct tools to ensure a successful outcome of an
implemented project or event

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

120384

4

4

US TITLE
Develop a simple schedule to
facilitate effective project execution

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
•
•

Why is it important to plan? – Looking
at the Drivers Model
Exploring the planning process and

Weekly Planning

•
•
•

The general categories of planning
Urgent tasks vs. important tasks
Planning your daily actions around
achieving your main weekly goals

Daily Planning

•

Best place to start with daily planning
is to create to do lists
A ten step process to create to do lists
Identify paths of completion
Time lines

•
•
•
Project Mapping Implementation

•

•

Goal Setting

•
•
•
•

Simple implementation mapping tool Understanding how to work a plan at
conceptual stage
The very basics of project planning –
Moving from overall plan to task
setting with the logical framework
approach
Understanding SMARTER thinking
Guidelines for SMART goals
A simple project management
approach
Put it into practice with practical
exercises

Strategic Planning

•
•

What is strategic planning?
The basics of the balanced scorecard

Values

•

A guideline to match your value
planning and decision making to the
core values of the department or
organization
Making good value based decisions

•
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Introduction to the Business World
This workbook is designed as an introduction to the business world. It is suitable for
upliftment candidates such as housekeeping staff being groomed for reception, or even
interns straight from matric who need to see the bigger business picture.
Often the only criteria stopping suitable job candidates is a lack of confidence and sometimes
a lack of global understanding of business terms, especially in the English language. This
workbook is geared around discussion and information sharing. Working through this
workbook with a coach or mentor will assist such candidates with confidence, professionalism
and knowledge of what attitudes are necessary to cement their climb up the career ladder.

Upliftment

Aim

This coaching approach starts with a minimum of 2 sessions and can be extended to 6.

About this Course...

It is suitable for upliftment candidates
such as housekeeping staff being groomed
for reception, or even interns straight from
matric who need to see the bigger business
picture.

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit Housekeeping and Security Staff, as well as any employee being
uplifted to a frontline reception position within the organisation.

Outcome
This learner will have a basic idea of the expectations and requirements that will be made
from them in the workplace.
SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

252210

4

4

US TITLE
Handle a range of customer
complaints and queries

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: ½-Day X 2
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Business Today

•
•
•
•

The Telephone

•

•

•

Filing

•
•

•
•

Wrapping Up

•
•

•

www.StaffTraining.co.za
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A general discussion introducing
business terms and terminology
External terms, such as capitalism,
NGO’s, corporations etc.
Internal terms, such as departments,
debtors etc.
This section includes industry specific
terminology such as LAN, WAN and
bytes for the IT industry for example

Upliftment

Content

A discussion on how important the
telephone is to the continuation of the
business
How important clients are and what it
is that makes it so important that we
answer the calls promptly and correctly
This skill is practiced extensively with
many different scenarios being created
by the coach
The importance of good record
management in an organization
What role records play in the smooth
operations of our companies and what
the different filing methods are
Further emphasis is placed on
vocabulary and terminology
The skill is also practiced extensively
with many different scenarios being
created by the coach
A general discussion on what has been
learnt
What possible expectations can one
expect from one-self and what the
expectations from colleagues and
management can be?
The delegates leave with a goal
orientated plan
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Introduction to Recruitment
The aim of this workshop is to help newly appointed recruitment staff to understand the role
that effective recruitment practices play in the labour landscape. The delegate will learn the
basic concepts and techniques that they will need to become a successful recruitment
consultant.

About this Course...

Recruitment

Aim

To help newly appointed recruitment staff
to understand the role that effective
recruitment practices play in the labour
landscape

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff involved in the recruitment process.

Outcome
This workshop will assist you in honing your interviewing skills and using your new skills
effectively to take ownership of the selection process and to ensure that you employ the
right people to achieve business objectives, as well as building relationships with your
candidates and clients.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

10978

4

10

US TITLE
Recruit and select candidates to fill
defined positions

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 2-Days
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Content
Prepare a Comprehensive Job Order

•

•

Perform Basic Search Skills Using Social
Media

•

•

The first step in the recruitment and
selection process is to decide what
education, experience and
competencies are needed to do the job
Job analyses are clearly written
statements of the functions,
responsibilities and duties of particular
positions
E-Recruitment is the process of
recruitment, using electronic
resources, in particular the internet
Companies and recruitment agents
have moved much of their recruitment
process online so as to improve the
speed by which candidates can be
matched with live vacancies

Match Candidate and Job Specifications

•

The more information you gather the
more likely you will be to be able to
make a fair and accurate judgment of
a candidate’s ability to do the job

Understand and Demonstrate the Ability
to Take References

•

Getting reference checks on your
candidates can sometimes be
considered unreliable
What are the key ingredients of an
effective reference check?

•

Prepare Professional, Relevant CVs

•

•

Build Customer Relationships

•

•
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When writing your CV, it is essential to
include variables in order to sell your
candidate on paper
Your 'Word' curriculum vitae should be
written with the same intention as any
marketing brochure
Good clients are rarely good from the
start; they develop as time goes by
during the building of the relationship
Meeting with clients cements this
relationship further and quicker due to
the level of trust that can be fostered
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Leading Change

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

As usual I am taking home so much to
work with. Thank you for making it so
relevant to my organisation. Cecil – SA
Metal

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit emerging and seasoned Supervisors, Managers, and Leaders.

Outcome

Change Management

To understand the importance of strategically leading change in an organisation. Ineffective
change management leads to a breakdown of strategy which in turn impacts negatively on
the outcome. From a leadership perspective the specific circumstances that go along with
change need to be identified, understood and effectively addressed.

Management & Leadership

Aim

The delegate will be able to demonstrate and implement a better-planned and formalised
way forward, managing change whilst retaining and/or increasing productivity.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

115407

5

10

US TITLE
Apply the principles of change
management in the workplace

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 2-Days
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What is Change Management and How
Managing Change Achieves Results

•
•
•

Defining change management
The effect of change
What to consider prior to implementing
change

The Nature of Change

•

Approaching change from an
organisational change perspective
Approaching change from a team
change perspective

•
Reactive and Proactive Change

•
•

Investigating both reactive and
proactive organisations
Investigating leadership styles
Put it into practice

A Model for Effective Change
Management

•
•
•
•

Beer et al model for change
Bullock and Batten model for change
Kotter’s eight step change model
Put it into practice

The Individuals’ Process of Resistance to
Change

•
•
•
•

The filter of the mind
How our perceptions are formed
Signals of resistance in an organisation
How we behave when faced with
change

Top Ten Reasons for Resistance to
Change and How to Overcome them

•
•

Top ten reasons people resist change
The reason and the leadership
approach that should be used
Overcoming resistance through
persuasion
What the team needs

•

•
•
Preparation and Planning

•
•
•

Aligning to principles/vision and
mission
Batho Pele principles
Going over to action through the use of
the logical framework

Ways to Manage the Risk

•
•
•
•
•

Main areas of conflict in the workplace
Identifying inherent risks
A third dimension of costs and risks
Putting a risk register together
Summary of the options for change
risk management

Keeping it Real, Putting it into Practice

•
•

How to manage your meetings
How to deal with difficult meetings
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Managing Millennials
To explain and demonstrate the need for the incorporation of “Millennials” into the workforce
from a leadership perspective. Assisting leaders with understanding the youth and how to
harness this generation’s strengths.
This is a must do workshop for all leaders if we wish to build a sustainable future for South
Africa.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

I thought generation theory was all
nonsense as the youth have always been
different, now I understand why there is a
need for this training. As you say the speed
at which the world is evolving doesn’t
always allow us to learn by chance.
`Sean – Stevenson Gallery

Management & Leadership

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit emerging and seasoned Supervisors, Managers, and Leaders.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop learners will have a better understanding of Millennials and their
approach to the workplace enabling better strategic approaches to productivity.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

US TITLE

N/A
The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: ½-Day
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Recognising Generational Differences

•
•
•
•

Recognising Current Millennial Strengths

•
•

Understanding what generations are
How national events and trends
influence generational thinking
How the generation theory needs to be
adapted in the South African context
Recognising the challenges and
strengths of a work force with four and
soon five generations present
Leveraging on the strengths and
expertise of millennials
Understanding the world of millennials

Recognising Current Millennial Challenges

•

Recognising the current millennial
challenges from a business and
productivity perspective

How to Motivate Millennials

•

Understanding leadership and
management requirements for
millennials
Addressing the necessary systems and
procedures

•

How to Tap Into Millennial Energy

•
•
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Merchandising
This unit standard is intended for those individuals who are responsible for merchandising in
a wholesale/retail outlet. This workshop is not display window merchandising, but rather
more about improving sales through the correct grouping of items and promotional display
shelves

About this Course...

Retail Specifics

Aim

Is intended for those individuals who are
responsible for displaying merchandise
visually in a wholesale/retail outlet where
there is some freedom to merchandise
within the provided broad guidelines or
parameters of their organisation.

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff whose job involves merchandising.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop the delegates will be able to plan a visual display in a way that
customers find attractive and appealing, increase sales and prevent stock losses whilst
merchandising.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

114907

3

15

US TITLE
Display merchandise visually in a
wholesale and retail outlet

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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The Visuals

•
•

What is it that draws the eye?
Various methodologies to ensure that
your wares are seen

Categorisation and Grouping

•
•

Unpack merchandise
What are the theories?

Item Presentation Principles

•

Ensuring that maximum sales are
made, working with your best sellers,
least sellers, loss leaders, high price
and low price items

Physical Presentation Techniques

•
•

Principal of display
Presenting merchandise to customers

The Nitty Gritty

•

Removing packaging materials for
display
Organisational policies
Arranging merchandise
Merchandising on different fixtures

•
•
•
Signage for Merchandise Displays

•
•

The modern buyer, what they respond
to
Visual merchandising
MARK Merchandise

Principle of Cross Merchandising

•

Leveraging off other products

Accessories in Merchandising

•
•

Accessorising the way of the future
Merchandising with preventing stock
loss in mind

House Keeping Standards

•

Good House Keeping is essential to
merchandising

Merchandising – TOP SELLERS

•

Recall

•

Identifying the items that you sell the
most and promoting it
Understanding recall
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Minute Taking
Aim

About this Course...

Enabling the meeting secretary, project
administrator, PA and general assistant, to
prepare for, take and distribute full and
professional minutes as well as how to
prepare the meeting room and necessary
agendas where needed.

Meetings & Presentations

Enabling the PA or Secretary to prepare for, take and distribute full and professional minutes.

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit PAs, Secretaries, and anyone whose job involves taking minutes
during meetings.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop learners will have a clear understanding of the types of minutes
to be used, when to use the different types and formats of minutes, how to prepare agendas,
and what procedure to follow during the meeting.

SAQA US ID
13934

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

3

4

US TITLE
Plan and prepare meeting
communications

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 2-Days
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Content
Understanding the Role of Meetings

•
•
•

What should a meeting consist of and what
it should achieve
Special types of meetings and the role of
the secretary in the meeting
The language of meetings

Organising an Effective and
Productive Meeting

•

Planning a meeting and sending out the
notice of a meeting

Preparing a Working Agenda

•
•

The objective of an agenda
Preparing the agenda, standard sections
included, and headings and attachments
Clearing the agenda prior to sending it out

•
The Procedure During a Meeting

•
•

The role players and their responsibilities
Discussing the practicalities of the various
seating styles

The Chronological Procedure of a
Formal Meeting

•

Comparing the formal procedures of a
meeting to the everyday informal way
How to chair a meeting
Meeting vocabulary and procedure
How to take decisions in Meetings

How to Take Minutes in the Meeting

•

The importance of minutes: what do
minutes record and what is or is not
recorded?

Identifying the Type of Minutes

•

Verbatim minutes, resolution minutes,
narrative minutes, and action minutes
Meeting terminology
How to record votes
Reported speech / past tense forms

•
•
•

•
•
•
Four Aspects to Taking Good
Minutes

•
•
•
•

An overview of listening
Taking notes – make taking notes easier
Transcribing and formatting minutes Soft
skills a good minute taker needs – what
does an effective minute taker need?
Considering the four aspect of good minute
taking, what is your duty as the minute
taker?

Structure of Minutes

•

The minute transcribing and writing process

The English Language

•

The language of minutes

Format of Minutes

•
•

Samples of minutes
Put it into practice with practical exercises
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Negotiating for Profits
This workshop is designed to assist the learners with the approach and skills necessary to
enter competitive sales or buying orientated negotiations. It gives the learner a structured
approach to the theory of negotiation easily enabling them to recognise tactics used against
them and assisting them in gaining clarity on their own goals, thereby enabling better
outcomes.
A comprehensive approach to negotiation, this workshop can be presented over one day’s
training. This workshop combines well with the presentation skills training workshop to form
a two-day training session.

Sales & Negotiations

Aim

About this Course...

To assist with the conducting of
negotiations in a non-offensive yet goal
driven manner.

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff involved in negotiations, including sales staff, Managers and
Supervisors.

Outcome
The learner will be able to identify the theory of a negotiation and be able to adapt their own
communication to reach a favourable goal orientated outcome.

SAQA US ID
13948

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

4

5

US TITLE
Negotiate an agreement or deal in
an authentic work situation

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
The Negotiator

•
•
•

The what, when, where, why and how
of a good negotiator
How to approach clients and clearly
communicate your message
The six key vulnerabilities in
negotiation

Getting Ready to Negotiate

•
•
•

The phases of negotiation
Our attitudes to negotiation
The six aspects of influence:
Reciprocity, scarcity, consensus, liking,
authority, and consistency

Factors that Influence Negotiations

•

The aspects that should be included in
negotiations

Recognising Personalities and Behaviours

•

Knowing when to enter which mode
with a negotiated outcome in mind
Leveraging on cooperation vs.
assertiveness to ensure that positive
outcomes are reached
Recognising the steps to building

•
•
Recognising Negotiating Tactics

•
•
•

The negative approach, the
concession, the accession, splitting the
difference, and the ultimatum
Beware the bulk order and the salami
effect
Good cop bad cop

Five Modes of Conflict

•

The five modes: Competing, avoiding,
accommodating, compromising, and
collaborating

Understanding the Concept of Power

•

Internal power relates to confidence
and knowledge and is not for others to
take, it is simply yours
External power shifts from person to
person depending on the situation,
location, time etc.
Put it into practice by means of a case
study

•
•
Practicals

•
•
•
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Negotiating for Shop Stewards
This workshop is designed to assist the learners with the approach and skills necessary to
enter a collective bargaining negotiation. It gives the learner a structured approach to the
theory of negotiation easily enabling them to recognise tactics used against them and
assisting them in gaining clarity on their own goals, thereby enabling better outcomes.
A comprehensive approach to negotiation, this workshop is best presented over two days
training, with both company and union representatives in the room. The workshop takes a
well balanced view of organised labour vs capitalism and assists with trust building allowing
for better negotiations.

About this Course...

Sales & Negotiations

Aim

To assist with the conducting of
negotiations in a non-offensive highly
goal driven manner..

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff involved in negotiations, including sales staff.

Outcome
The learner will be able to identify the correct timing and communication necessary to
improve their negotiation techniques.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

13948

4

5

US TITLE
Negotiate an agreement or deal in
an authentic work situation

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 2-Days
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Content
Why Negotiate

•
•

Understanding how individual need,
capitalism and socialism interact
Understanding the need for oiling the wheels
with fruitful negotiations

The Qualities of a Good Negotiator

•

What makes a negotiator able to reach
his/her mandate?

The Importance of Developing a
Working Relationship with the Other
Party

•

The working relationship is the glue that
holds us together
Understanding external and internal
influences, structures and procedures and
how important each aspect is to positive
outcomes

How to Structure a Negotiating Team

•

Structuring your team and eliminating any
weakness or potential pitfalls by aligning
goals

Determining Long and Short Term
Negotiating Objectives

•
•
•

Understanding what they could be
Understanding the psychology behind them
Recognising your negotiation vulnerabilities

Negotiating a Realistic Mandate

•

A thinking tool to help us to be more critical
in our thinking and to guide us to realistic
mandates

The Negotiation Process

•

Pre negotiation, negotiation, post
negotiation
Identifying common ground and procedures
that move the processes forward
Finalising and communicating the
agreement to stakeholders

•

•
•

Effective Listening

•

How effective listening helps to overcome
later challenges

Behaviour Labelling in Negotiations

•
•
•

Tell them what you are going to tell them
Tell them
Tell them what you have told them

How to Handle Pressure and
Disruptive Tactics

•

Balancing assertiveness and co-operation to
minimise conflict: compromise, avoidance,
collaboration forcing and accommodating
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Office Management 2-Days
This is a highly interactive workshop covering every aspect of office administration. It is
specifically targeted at office administrators, personal assistants and employees who are
responsible for a variety of duties, all of which are essential to the smooth running of the
department or company as a whole.
This workshop is best completed over a two day period and has also proven itself to be
particularly effective when presented on an in-house basis to a group of support staff.

About this Course...

Management & Leadership

Aim

To assist PA’s, receptionists, project
administrators and office administrators in
reaching goals and setting of high
standards in the smooth operation of the
company and management team.

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all Office Administrators, Office Managers, PAs, and Secretaries.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop, the learner will be able to approach the re-organisation of their
day with confidence and purpose as well as having the necessary information to present a
professional and efficient support system to management and clients alike.

SAQA US ID
110021

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

4

6

US TITLE
Achieve personal effectiveness in
a business environment

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 2-Days
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Content
Skills, Qualities and Attributes Required
for Success

•

How to realise our full potential and
what should we expect from ourselves?

Understanding People

•

A module on personality profiling and
how to effectively implement that
knowledge

Setting Clear Goals and Expectations

•

Theoretical and practical approach to
goal setting - SMART goals

Identifying Urgent Versus Important
Tasks and Realistic Deadlines

•

Distinguishing the urgent tasks from
the important tasks
Using the time matrix

•
Clear Communication, Delegation and
Assertive Speech

•
•
•
•

Criteria for assertive expression and
good delegation
The feedback session
Seven attitudes to dissolve conflicts
Positive speech – developing a CAN-DO
attitude

The Key to Effective Written
Communication

•
•
•
•

The six c’s of business letter writing
Keep your business letter to the point!
Keep your audience in your mind
How much it too much?

Maintaining Professionalism and Etiquette

•

How does etiquette affect every area of
our working life?

Etiquette, Procedures and Protocol

•
•

Defining what etiquette is and using it
in different situations
The aspects of etiquette

Confidentiality

•

Confidentiality in the workplace

Practical advice on Lists and Organisation

•

Setting up standard operating
procedures

Effective Minute Taking

•

The do’s and don’ts of minute taking

Keeping an Effective Diary

•

Desktop diary filing system

A Project Management Approach

•

A project management approach into
the office environment
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Personal Mastery and EQ
This workshop is extremely effective both when attended by the entire organisation, group or
department (including management) and as individuals.
The aim is to supply the learners with the necessary knowledge and confidence, enabling
them to conduct advanced business communications within an organisation. Companies who
do this training find that teamwork becomes the norm, which in turn leads to increased
productivity.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

Great, practical course – would highly
recommend it. Lorraine – Glencore Coal

EI, Communication & Self-Mastery

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff.

Outcome
The learners will be able to discern the needs of their clients and colleagues and adapt their
own approach to the situation, resulting in more favourable resolutions to any given
negotiation.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

US TITLE

N/A
The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 2-Days
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Your Vision

•
•

Understanding People

•

•

Exploring the theory and practical application of
holistic vision, how do the decisions we make
and the discussions we have impact on others
EQ and your vision – what emotional
intelligence is and how it empowers your
personal growth
Why we relate really well to some people and
simply don't understand others. A module on
personality profiling and how to effectively
implement the knowledge
Understanding own strengths and weaknesses

Determining Your Personal Vision

•

Why and how we can go about ensuring good
attitude, overcoming limiting beliefs, the value
of self-leadership, self-awareness

De Bono 6 Hat Thinking

•

•

In depth analysis of problem solving using
universally recognised methodology. Making
sure that you have the facts , positives,
negatives, alternatives, gut feel and next step
to each discussion
Making balanced decisions

Building Confidence

•

Understanding what this means to you

Positive Thinking

•
•

How to think and speak positively
Recognising and identifying your core talents
through a coaching model
Working with your core passion and mission
Translating this passion to behaviour through
an action plan – tool provided

•
•
Assertive Behaviour

•

A follow-on from Building Confidence –
exploring boundaries, communicating them
assertively and not aggressively

Body Language and Social Awareness

•

Awareness of unspoken communication
including listening and tone of voice

Communication Techniques

•

Detailed theory and practical exercises on all
forms of communication both telephonically and
face to face. How to use professional speech
and improve your business English

Criticism – Giving and Receiving

•

How to overcome the discomfort and gain the
benefit

Using your Time Effectively

•

The Time Matrix – helping you hone in on both
urgent and important as well as longer term
goals
Effective Goal Setting – through both SMARTER
goals and the Logical Framework

•
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Presentation Skills
A two-day workshop aimed at supplying the learners with the necessary knowledge and
confidence, to prepare themselves as well as digital and written presentations, deliver these
as well as read, respond and adapt to audiences. We live in a visual world where the quality
of our work is often judged by the “sell”.

About this Course...

Aimed at supplying the learners with the
necessary knowledge and confidence to
prepare for presentations, including both
digital and written presentations, and to
deliver these as well as read, respond and
adapt to audiences

Meetings & Presentations

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff whose job requires them to research, produce and present
presentations, including salespeople, managers and supervisors, and office staff.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop delegates will be well versed in how to prepare and deliver
presentations for both products and service

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

14178

5

11

US TITLE
Design presentations for products
and services

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 2-Days
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Content
An Introduction

•
•

Defining presentation
The basics of selling, understanding
your goal, and professionalism

Understanding Your Goal

•

Common issues relating to the delivery
of presentations
Professional behaviour
The Johari – what it is the world sees
The aim of the presentation and the
bigger picture
Types of presentations

•
•
•
•
Understanding Your Audience

•

•

Identifying personality types –
understanding the communication
needs of others and your own comfort
zone
Audience composition – large, small,
mandatory or voluntary

Your Topic

•
•

Understanding it from both sides
Research formats and styles

Effective Verbal Communication

•

Clear communication, voice projection
and assertive speech
Listening – Understanding it from two
perspectives

•
Effective Written/Presentation
Communications

•

Preparing the Presentation

•
•

Structuring your talk and presenting
Guidelines for hard copies and digital
presentations

Preparing Yourself

•

Grooming tips and tricks, body
language, and personal space

Beating the Nerves

•
•
•

Using tools to help build confidence
Angels and demons tool
Using mind power

Polishing it up

•

From timeous preparation and flash
cards to dealing with difficult audiences
and creating parking lots for future
conversations
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Report Writing
To supply the learners with the necessary knowledge and confidence, enabling them to
conduct professional and accurate report writing in the work place. This workshop does not
cover English language teaching at all but rather formal layout and formatting and the logical
presentation of data.
It is essential for all management as well as field staff and/or health and safety
representatives that will have to present reports.

About this Course...

Written Communication

Aim

To supply the learners with the necessary
knowledge and confidence, enabling them to
conduct professional and accurate report
writing.

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff who compile business letters, emails and reports, including
admin staff, PAs, Office Clerks, Receptionists and Secretaries

Outcome
At the end of this workshop, the learners will have the tools to be able to deliver a
professional and well-presented business report and proposal.

SAQA US ID
110023

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

4

6

US TITLE
Present information in report
format

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
Introduction to Report Writing

•

What it is and how does it differ from
letter writing?

Personality Types

•

The four main personality types

Knowing WHY, WHO and WHAT

•

Reasons for generating the report

What is a Report?

•

Definition of a report and different
tones used

How to Get Started

•

Purpose of the mind map

What Makes for Better Report Writing?

•

What constitutes a good report?

Outline

•

Table of contents and headings

Key

•

Explanation of industry standard
abbreviations or ACRONYMS

Introduction

•
•

Purpose of the introduction
AIDA formula

Discussion / Main Body

•

What does the discussion/main body
consist of?

Conclusions / Abstract

•

Explain what you have decided based
on the research results

Formatting

•

The standard format and physical
layout of the text

Appendices

•

Additional documents containing
relevant information

Diagrams, Tables and Graphs

•
•

Diagrams, table and graphs
Describing graphs and tables

Bibliography

•

Referencing and acknowledgements

Editing and Proofreading

•

Editing and proofreading criteria

Getting the Right Tone

•
•

Formal vs. conversational
Soft words and personal references

Writing in Plain English

•

Active and passive verbs, average
sentence length, simple words, edit
wordy phrases, and avoiding repetition

Common Errors

•

English – the challenge for South Africa
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Resilience Training
The purpose of resilience training is to equip the delegate with useful information, practical
skills and tools to build resilience in a personal and professional capacity. Through this
process, the delegate should be able to use these skills to build trust and create positivity
within a team. Resilience training is especially helpful to teams experiencing the stress of
change and is an important part of change management. The Enneagram is currently a
highly acclaimed international leadership development tool and is crucial to the individual
wanting to build personal and team resilience.
This workshop can be approached either including the use of diagnostic reports created by
a pre-workshop questionnaire or it can be approached through self-discovery. Whilst we
recommend the reports as a “quicker and more comprehensive” route to follow, these do
add to the cost of the workshop. Quotations with reports included can be provided on
request.

About this Course...

To equip the delegate with useful information,
practical skills and tools to build resilience in a
personal and professional capacity

EI, Communication & Self-Mastery

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff.

Outcome
The outcome of the training results in better personal mastery and application of self in the
team environment to ensure optimum team performance. Delegates who attend this training
will have a clear view of behaviour during change and what tools to use to positively
influence outcomes from such behaviour.
SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

US TITLE

14063

3

2

Apply the principles and concepts
of emotional intelligence to the
management of self and others

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 2-Days
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Content
Knowing Ourselves

•
•

•

An introduction to the enneagram
The enneagram as a base for
understanding our own core fears,
strengths and motivations and how
these relate to our behaviour in times
of stress
The enneagram divides personalities
into nine groups, eighteen wings, three
subtypes, and three instincts

The Dilemma Scissors

•

A tool for assisting us in cutting to the
core of the challenges we face

Information Overload

•

What is it and how do you know if you
have it?
Practical tools on how to transform
negative thinking

•

Overcoming Stress

•

Clear your head, changing
perspective, creating alternatives,
re-interpreting stress

The Fear Star

•
•

Working with the fear star
Recognising and empathising with
the fear that others exhibit

Being More Effective and Focused at Work

•

Leadership tools for dealing with
change related overload and
generating genius thinking
Recognising and dealing with the
preferred behavioural responses
to stress and change

•

Useful Strategies and Tools

•

Control anger, remain calm and
maintain equilibrium

3 Step Process to Challenge PreConceptions

•

A coaching approach to collaborative
outcomes

Vertical Integration

•

Personal steps to vertical integration
through the enneagram types
A blueprint for success, through
recognition and breaking of old habits

•
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Sales for Admin Staff
To assist admin staff with outbound sales calls and follow up communication with clients
amidst the pressures of a daily admin or support function. This workshop helps delegates
who do not have a natural sales inclination to recognise the worth of sales talk and gives
them the confidence to perform this portion of their tasks with confidence.

About this Course...

To assist admin staff with outbound sales
calls and follow up communication with
clients

Sales & Negotiations

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all admin staff whose job involves sales.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop, the learner will be well versed in the requirements of a good
telesales call. The learner will have a clear structure of what is needed to complete a
successful call and will have the necessary tools to work on their confidence.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

119462

4

5

US TITLE
Engage in sustained oral/signed
communication and evaluate
spoken/signed texts

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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How to Plan your Selling Time

•
•
•
•

Sales a secondary function –
prioritising time is essential
Priority one – block off time
Priority two – set realistic targets and
measure them
Other back-up procedures that need to
be considered

The Importance of Establishing the
Correct Contact Person

•

Ensuring that you are asking the right
questions

Learning to Listen

•
•

Four common barriers to listening
Four different types of listening

Positive Speech and Sales Talk

•
•

Developing a CAN-DO attitude
Sales talk

The Importance of Making Your Call a
Two-Way Conversation

•
•

Getting the client talking
Put it into practice

Product Knowledge – The Importance

•

The purpose and developing of killer
product knowledge

Anticipating Questions

•
•

Being in control of the call
Understanding what objections and
FAQ’s your clients may have

Courtesy and Tone of Voice

•
•

Being polite and likeable
Respecting time and tone of voice

Confidence and the Professional Approach

•
•

Defining confidence
Professional and industry speech

Closing the Call if it is Negative

•

Understanding why the call is a
negative
Every no takes you one step closer to
the yes

•

Closing the Call if it is Positive

•

Learning to recognise closing signals

Sales Administration!

•

The job is not done until the paperwork
is completed
Put it into practice

•
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Self Mastery through the Enneagram
This workshop is SACE accredited and carries 10 PDP points. It is ideal for individuals or for
departments, designed to improve our levels of Self Mastery and consequently improve
stress management, our natural leadership skills and conflict handling. This workshop
provides a framework for knowing your team and using the natural gifts and strengths in the
team to their fullest potential.
The Enneagram is a universally recognised tool. Making use of pre-workshop individual
questionnaires, and in some instances team reports our accredited facilitators are able to
assist the delegates with the knowledge of personal and team strengths and weaknesses,
behaviours and interactions that can lead to realisation of potential and minimising of
weaknesses.
This highly acclaimed development tool has been used to good effect in many of our leading
global organisations. The workshop has the effect of being highly motivational.
Please note: This workshop can be done with or without Enneagram Reports

About this Course...

EI, Communication & Self-Mastery

Aim

My life will forever be defined as life
before the Enneagram and life after…this
is the best thing I ever did for myself. How
can we make it compulsory for all adults to
do this workshop on their 21st birthdays?! Kim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course is for educators at all levels.

Outcome
Improved self-knowledge, Improved knowledge and empathy for others, Personal mastery
Improved team work, Better decision making
SAQA US ID
264975

NQF LEVEL
4

CREDITS
8

US TITLE
Facilitate Learning in a
Community context

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 9-hours
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Content
Pre-workshop Questionnaire

•

There are 2 pre-workshop
questionnaires. The first is a coaching
questionnaire that helps the delegate to
establish their personal goals for doing
the workshop.
The second is uniquely designed
to highlight Ennea Types, subtypes, lines
of development, Tri-types and
stress and strain profiles. Strengths,
areas of development and preferred
conflict handling modes are identified
along with habitual behaviour responses
in times of duress. Countertypes and
wings are identified as well. This
invaluable report forms the basis
for the Enneagram learning and our
statistics are showing remarkable
accuracy rates, based upon the
delegates’ feedback. The report takes
between 40 and 60 minutes to complete
and is designed at South African NQF
level 4 English (matric)

EI, Communication & Self-Mastery

Staff Training

A second option is available for those
who would prefer to complete the
Enneagram in the narrative style.
Introduction to the Enneagram
Behaviours, Motivations and Fears

•

Each number is discussed in-depth, with
video clips, interviews and one on one
exercises to further help strengthen and
deepen empathy and understanding of
our peers

Individual strengths, areas of
development, unexplored
opportunities and zones of
discomfort

•

For each Enneagram type we highlight
the world view, the virtue and the gifts
that individuals bring to the table, this
exercise is particularly powerful in
helping us work to our strengths and
recognise the strengths of others

The Team Profile and how to
interpret it

•

Each team has a unique team profile
that
can
be
calculated through
mathematical aggregation or through
narrative process of elimination.
We
allow for the individuals to expand on
their profiles and interpret the team
dynamics through this process
The team report is an add on and only
completed for teams specifically
requesting it.
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Sexual Harassment (Full Day)
This full day workshop helps us to understand the challenges and harness the strengths of
doing business in a multi-cultural society whilst highlighting the differing perspectives people
hold with regards to sexual harassment and diversity as a whole.
This course explores latent prejudices and encourages the delegates to move into a solutions
based mode through discussion and sharing of real life situations. The modules covered
assist the delegate in identifying appropriate behaviour in the workplace, what is likely to
lead to conflict and how to address it professionally.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

The course was really helpful because it
alerted me to issues we have to address and
sort out! Caroline – Adcorp Group

Diversity, Etiquette & Equality

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff.

Outcome
This is a holistic workshop. At the end of it learners will be able to discern the need for a set
of personal, societal and business related behaviours with particular emphasis on sexual
harassment and etiquette in general.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

US TITLE

14359

2

5

Behave in a professional manner in
a business environment

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
Definition

•
•
•
•

The severity of harassment is determined
by its impact on the victim
Defining sexual harassment
The different forms of sexual harassment
How does the harasser come to believe
they have a right to behave in this
manner?

The Causes of Sexual Harassment

•
•

Six different types of harassers
Mr Macho, the Grate Gallant, the
Opportunist, the Power Player, the Serial
Harasser, and the Situational Harasser

The Profile of a Typical Victim

•

•
•

It’s important to understand that both men
and women can be sexually harassed,
however the overwhelming number of
people subjected are women
The type of women who can be victims
Myth buster and fact

The Consequences and Implications

•
•
•
•

Psychological reactions experienced
Physiological reactions experienced
Career related effects
Costs to companies

Solutions for Sexual Harassment

•
•

The problems associated with resolution
What can be done to prevent sexual
harassment

Resources and Assistance for
Handling Harassment

•
•

Two methods of handling complaints
Informally – the harasser can be
approached and asked to stop
Formal – the victim approaches the
appropriate person to lodge a formal
complaint
CCMA legislation

•

•
Fun Quiz
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Sexual Harassment (Half Day)
This half day workshop gives guidelines on how to deal with sexual harassment and gender
ethics within the workplace, the causes, consequences to individual and company, the
potential resolutions and cures. Sexual Harassment law suits are costly and organisations
that have regular awareness training are less likely to be in a position of having to defend
their actions and decisions.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

This course addressed issues that both men
and women have to cope with.
~ Sheena

Diversity, Etiquette & Equality

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff.

Outcome
The delegates who attend this training will gain improved knowledge of acceptable
interpersonal boundaries and acceptable and unacceptable sexual behaviour. They will be
better positioned to recognise manipulation of sexuality and be empowered to give more
appropriate responses.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

14359

2

5

US TITLE
Behave in a professional manner
in a business environment

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: ½ -Day
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The Definition and Description of
Harassment

•

What does the law say?

The Causes of Sexual Harassment
Related to Gender, Ethics and Culture

•

What gives rise to sexual harassment?
What is perception and what is reality?
How do the two get confused?

The Profile of Harassers

•

How does a typical harasser behave?
What thinking, what actions can one
expect?

The Profile of a Typical Victim

•

How does a typical victim behave?
What thinking, what actions can one
expect?

The Consequences and Implications of
Sexual Harassment

•

How far reaching are the
consequences, what can be observed
and what cannot?

The Solutions for Sexual Harassment

•

What are the ways forward? What can
one do to prevent harassment in the
organisation?

Resources and Assistance with the
Handling of Harassment

•

What can be done if you are in the
position of being harassed? The
options available to you.
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Stock Loss Prevention
This unit standard is intended for management and staff who are responsible for supervising
and implementing stock loss prevention plans in a wholesale/retail outlet within the provided
broad guidelines or parameters.
It is also adaptable to any organization that needs stock loss prevention methods in a stores
or warehousing environment as it deals in detail with the causes of stock loss and provides
practical and specific control methods.

About this Course...

Retail Specifics

Aim

Is intended for management and staff who
are responsible for supervising and
implementing stock loss prevention plans in
a wholesale/retail outlet within the
provided broad guidelines or parameters of
their organisation.

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit Wholesale and Retail Staff, particularly Supervisors, Managers, and
those responsible for receiving stock in an organisation.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop the delegates will be able to control the rate of loss of
merchandise from the retail store/warehouse/store under their control. They will be able to
understand the need for and implement control systems that are measurable and encourage
accountability all along the chain of possession.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

US TITLE

118045

4

4

Supervise stock loss prevention in
a retail environment

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
Introduction

•
•

Introductory to stock theft
Expectations of the workshop

What is Shrinkage

•
•

Defining shrinkage
How and why, when and where of
shrinkage

Employee Theft

•
•

How employee theft happens
How employee theft can be prevented
– an in-depth analysis

Shoplifting

•

This is a detailed module defining the
categories
Identifying how this happens –
indications of possible shoplifting
How to spot shoplifting when it is
taking place and what action to take

•
•

Measures to Reduce Shrinkage

•

•
•

Designing and implementing an
effective action plan – point of sale,
credit/refunds/exchange, and front
door security
Loss prevention procedures
Examples of Loss Control Systems

Fitting Room Disc Control Sheet

•

Control sheets are adaptable and can
be used in any industry

Stock Take Double Check Sheet

•

Using systems and procedures in the
most practical way, ensuring double
checks and controls

Voided and Suspended Transactions
Authorised

•

Making sure that errors are true errors
and well monitored as well as used as
a measurement tool
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Stress and Time Management
To assist all employees in their use and distribution of time as a valuable tool in the
workplace.

What Others Had to Say About this Course...

The trainer was a big help - she knew
exactly what she was doing and I really
learned a lot. ~ Samantha

Time Management & Productivity

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop, the learner will be able to approach the reorganisation of their
day with confidence and purpose.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

15234

5

4

US TITLE
Apply efficient time management to
the work of a
department/division/section

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
•
•

Being more productive impacts on you
and your organisation
Benefits of addressing stress and time
management

Challenging Your Own Mindset and
recognising obstacles

•
•

What keeps us where we are?
The five areas of the obstacles of
success

Overcoming Barriers to Tasks

•
•

What barriers do we set ourselves?
Correlation between stress, ownership
and time management with illustrative
exercises

Link Your Wish List with Personal Goals

•
•

Goal setting made real
Theoretical and practical approach to
goal setting

Identify How You Spend Your Time

•

Gaining a realistic understanding of
where our time is currently allocated

Identify Simple Time Wasters / Week

•

Practical analysis

Identify the Role of Time Thieves

•

Which of these time thieves take your
time?
How can you address the problem?
Taking charge over the tools at our
disposal instead of being their slave

•
•
Identify Areas of Synergy

•

Practical analysis around multitasking

Urgent and Important

•

The difference between urgent and
important
Understand the importance of
prioritising
Plan your actions around achieving
your goals

•
•
How to Use the Time Matrix Effectively

•

Practical exercise on prioritizing

De-Stressing at Work

•

Understanding your stressors and
taking action by being proactive

Identify Paths of Completion

•

How to effectively complete time lines

A Simple Project Management Approach

•

A clear and practical exercise in project
management
Being assertive and clear when
involving others
Relevant ideas easily implemented

•
Additional Tips
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Team Development with the Enneagram
This workshop is designed to be attended by teams or team leaders or both.
The Enneagram is a universally recognised self-mastery tool, used for leadership and team
development. Using individual and team reports our accredited facilitators are able to assist
the delegates with the knowledge of personal and team strengths and weaknesses,
behaviours and interactions that can lead to realisation of potential and minimising of
weaknesses.
This highly acclaimed business tool has been used to good effect in many of our leading
global organisations. The workshop has the effect of being highly motivational.

About this Course...

The Enneagram is a leading personal
development tool and has been adapted to
mathematically and scientifically calculate
the tendencies and group dynamics in a
team.

EI, Communication & Self-Mastery

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all teams.

Outcome
At the end of this workshop, the team/individual will:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Have a clearer joint strategic vision
Be more equipped to deal with conflict
Be able to tailor their communication for maximum benefit
Be able to identify and deal with stress more appropriately
Be better equipped to bring out the best in other team members

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

264975

4

8

US TITLE
Facilitate Learning in a
Community Context

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs. The Enneagram Profiling requires pre-workshop interaction and is arguably one of the
most relevant and effective tools used in the teachings of Emotional Intelligence and Self-Mastery

Duration: 2-Days
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Content
Pre-workshop Questionnaire

•

•

•
•

•

This questionnaire is uniquely designed
to highlight Ennea Types, subtypes,
lines of development, Tri-types and
stress and strain profiles
Strengths, areas of development and
preferred conflict handling modes are
discussed along with habitual
behaviour in times of duress
Countertypes and wings are identified
as well
This invaluable report forms the basis
for the Enneagram learning and our
statistics are showing remarkable
accuracy rates, based upon the
delegates’ feedback
The report takes between 40 and 60
minutes to complete and is designed at
South African NQF level 4 English
(matric)

Introduction to the Enneagram
Behaviours, Motivations and Fears

•

Each number is discussed in-depth,
with video clips, interviews and one on
one exercises to further help
strengthen and deepen empathy and
understanding of our peers

Individual strengths, areas of
development, unexplored opportunities
and zones of discomfort

•

For each Enneagram type we highlight
the world view, the virtue and the gifts
that individuals bring to the table
This exercise is particularly powerful in
helping us work to our strengths and
recognise the strengths of others

The Team Profile and how to interpret it

•

•

•

Team strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, threats

•
•
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Each team has a unique team profile
that can be calculated through
mathematical aggregation or through
narrative process of elimination
We allow for the individuals to expand
on their profiles and interpret the
team dynamics through this process
Using the above interpretation we work
with a SWOT matrix to assist us in
maximizing
Strengths and Opportunities and
minimize weaknesses and threats
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Team Refocus and Strategising
This workshop has been designed as a one-day teambuilding yet customer-orientated
workshop. Its main aim is to provide motivation to the team whilst simultaneously
addressing solutions needed to work related challenges.

About this Course...

To provide motivation to the team whilst
simultaneously addressing solutions needed
to work related challenges

Time Management & Productivity

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff - best attended by teams.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

US TITLE

N/A
The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
The Common Goal for the Day

•
•

Emotional Intelligence

•
•

•

•

The Enneagram

•
•
•

•

•
•

Putting the FUN back into our lives and
work
Unpacked and visually represented by
the delegates
What it is?
How it impacts on our lives and those
around us leading to personal growth
and increased productivity
The two basic emotions as a tool for
understanding ourselves and others –
our purpose in life remembered
Use of a polarity map as a decision
making and motivational tool
An introduction to the enneagram
Identifying yourself and experiencing
the beauty of each individual’s gift
Our core motivations, our core fears,
our core gifts and how we show up in
the world
Using the ennea lines to relax,
motivate us and help us with solving
problems
Reach for the stars, or rather – hunt
for the stars!
Each person must find two stars of his
own with two different people and
must be able to list at least five
different aspects of his/her experience
with the different ennea type

Quick Drill Downs and Five Whys

•

To walk away with specific goals to
address in order to ensure that we
remain focussed on self-motivation and
self-fulfilment

Understanding How Important Your Team
is to You and Your Worth to Them

•

Illustrated by playing a ball game

Understanding Your Role in the
Organisation

•

Illustrated by playing a game similar
to Jenga
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Telesales
To assist and inform junior telesales, outbound call center and inbound call center staff
on the basic requirements for a good sales call.

About this Course...

Sales & Negotiations

Aim

This course covers all the basic requirements one
needs to meet for a good sales call!

Outcome
At the end of this workshop, the learner will be well versed in the requirements of a good
telesales call.

SAQA US ID
119462

NQF LEVEL
4

CREDITS
5

US TITLE
Engage in sustained oral/signed
communication and evaluate
spoken/signed texts

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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What are the Qualities of a Good
Salesperson?

•

In depth analysis of what determines our
personal success.

Defining Your Market

•

What questions you should be asking
yourself.

How to Organise Your Day

•

How crucial this is to success. Practical
exercises and examples of what a good
sales person's day should look like.

The Importance of Establishing the Correct
Contact Person

•

Understanding the importance of
reaching the actual decision maker.

Learning to Listen

•

Detailed analysis of and practical
exercises to illustrate this golden skill.

Positive Speech

•

Gaining co-operation through ensuring
positive communication.

Sales Talk

•

What is your objective? How to achieve
this.

The Importance of Making Your Call a TwoWay Conversation

•

Promoting a conversation as opposed to
stilted one-way communication.

Product Knowledge – The Importance

•

Can we function without this? How do we
gain knowledge relevant to our function?

Anticipating Questions

•

The importance of preparation. How to
use this as tool to sell.

Courtesy

•

How to ensure our communications are
pleasant and effective.

Confidence

•

What builds confidence?

Professional Speech and Tone of Voice

•

Creating the right impression and
maintaining control.

Closing the Call if it is Negative

•

Ending on a positive note.

Closing the Call if it is Positive

•

Reading the signals.

Admin Time

•

Why must we plan for this? How does it
impact on our success?

Key Performance Indicators to Measure
Yourself on

•

How to assess ourselves – selfmotivation.
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The Competitive Recruiter
Aim

Recruitment

The aim of this workshop is to help you understand that effective recruitment practices will
ensure that there is always a role for the recruiter in the labour landscape.

About this Course...

To help you understand that effective
recruitment practices will ensure that there
is always a role for the recruiter in the
labour landscape

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff involved in the recruitment process, including Supervisors
and Managers.

Outcome
The outcome of this workshop is to familiarise yourself with the concepts and techniques you
will need to select and interview candidates against defined competencies. Apply techniques
to ensure a thorough, fair and structured interview to investigate competencies identified for
a specific role profile and lastly apply decision making techniques to ensure that the best
candidates are selected for the target job.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

12140

5

9

US TITLE
Recruit and select candidates to
fill defined positions

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 1-Day
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Content
The Role of Consultants in Today’s
Recruitment Landscape

•

•

Qualifying a Comprehensive Job Order

•
•

Performing a Basic Search Using Social
Media

•
•

Historically, recruitment has been
looked at as more of a selling function
wherein recruiters are required to sell
the job and the company to
prospective candidates
However, with the advent of
technology and internet and the
growing war for talent, recruitment
has become a much more complex
process
Reviewing a resume starts with a job
description or role profile so you know
broadly what the job entails
Part of the job description, in an
effective job description, details the
qualifications and experience of the
candidate you seek to fill the job
E-Recruitment is the process of
recruitment, using electronic
resources, in particular the internet
Companies and recruitment agents
have moved much of their recruitment
process online so as to improve the
speed by which candidates can be
matched with live vacancies

Matching Candidate and Job Specifications

•

Discuss the steps resume review

What is a Competency?

•

All it is really is a label that represents
specific qualities, knowledge, skills and
behaviours a candidate should have to
be successful in the identified position

Understand and Demonstrate the Ability
to Take References

•

Getting reference checks on your
candidates can sometimes be
considered unreliable
What are the key ingredients of an
effective reference check?

•
Prepare Professional, Relevant CVs

•

Your 'Word' curriculum vitae should be
written with the same intention as any
marketing brochure

Client and Candidate Presentations –
Knowing What to Sell

•

Presenting the value add, the possible
return on investment the candidate
will bring
Showing the client how they are the
solution to their problems

•
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The Ultimate Sales Approach
This workshop has been designed to meet the final outcome of increased sales through
empowerment of the individual to seeing the sales desk as a “franchise” or cost centre as
such. It is intended to be used for all new recruits in the induction process in a modular
fashion but also for all existing call centre agents as a self-empowerment workshop.

About this Course...

Empowering Agents to:

Sales & Negotiations

Aim

See the potential in themselves, the position
and the company

Outcome
At the end of this workshop, the team/individual will:
1. Have a clear vision of the company values and accompanying behaviour
2. Be better equipped to recognise their own obstacles to success
3. Be able to tailor their daily sales and administrative tasks and attitudes to the
entrepreneurial vision the company wishes to instil
4. See the What’s in it for ME, as the bottom line to buy-in into the programme
5. Recognise the value of clients both internal and external to the small business
SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

US TITLE

No Alignment

n/a

n/a

n/a

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 4 Days
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Content
Entrepreneurial Attitudes and Value
Alignments

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Good Business Governance

•
•
•
•

Understanding the Value
Measurement brings

•
•
•
•
•
•

Knowing when it’s You and when it’s
Not

•
•
•
•

Being Goal Orientated

•
•
•
•
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Understanding Entrepreneurial attitudes
Converting
attitudes
and
values
to
competencies
The mind-set needed for success
Uncovering the What’s in it for ME – personal
goals and motivations
Recognising personal stumbling blocks
Finding balance and motivation
What it takes to be resilient
Adapting to change – what holds us back,
recognising our behaviours and moving on
The paperless office still has administrative
work
The value of doing the job once
Organising your workspace
Working from a structured diary, CRM
package and/ or task manager

Sales & Negotiations

Staff Training

Working with finances: the desk and
personal
Understanding targets, profitability and
turnover
Understanding the GOALS that bring the
targets
Understanding the sales funnel from a
personal and organisational perspective,
where do we have bottlenecks and seepage?
Using goals to funnel more sales
WIGS: What are Wildly Important Goals and
using the 4 disciplines of execution strategy
Using the Time Matrix to manage your time
wisely.
Working on the important stuff
Know when to address your own discipline
and when to call in help
Understanding the impact of third parties
and building the relationships so as to use
your sphere of influence
The difference between targets and goals
How to find the goals that take you to your
WIGS
If it is broken FIX it
If it’s not, don’t
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Sales Orientation: No Client, No
Business

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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The client is EVERYTHING
The client may not be right, but he is your
client – it’s not your job to prove him wrong,
it’s your job to keep him
What do clients want
Uncovering the client’s needs, recognising an
emotional purchase
Understanding features and benefits, selling
the feeling
Understanding clients and self through
personality profiling
Adapting your style of communication
Making the human connection - two basic
emotions
Dealing with conflict and the difficult client
Being assertive, recognising the boundaries
Breaking through objections and resistance
Knowing your regulations and building
towards sustainability
Asking for referrals
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Work Life Balance
This workshop will assist the learners to recognise what work-life balance is and why it
is important. Also to recognise their personal warning signs for when the balance is
thrown out and how to address the various areas that will need attention. The workshop
is holistic and includes a realistic take on both employer and employee’s needs.

About this Course...

Assist the learners to recognise what worklife balance is and why it is important.

EI, Communication & Self-Mastery

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff.

Outcome
At the end
behaviours
challenging
parameters

of this workshop delegates will have the ability to analyse their motivations,
and choices against the criteria for work life balance and pinpoint the more
areas. They will have the knowledge on how to implement change and set clear
for themselves and others.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

117171

3

2

US TITLE
Manage time effectively to
enhance productivity and enable a
balanced lifestyle

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 2-Days
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Definition of Work Life Balance

•

•

Understanding what it is and what it is
not, from both employee and employer
perspective
Explaining and identifying the signs of
imbalance

Where we are Now

•
•

Identifying the starting point
This module is developed on a
coaching methodology of selfidentification and evaluation

The Benefits of a Healthy Work Life
Balance

•

Recognising the benefits of a healthy
work life balance
Understanding why we want to move
in the direction of balance
Understanding how serious we are
about finding the balance

•
•

Employer Solutions

•

•
•

What are the steps an employer can
take to ensure that the workplace
offers all the support that it can?
What will be required from employees
for this to work?
What are the obstacles and where in
lays a solution?

Bringing the Focus to Work

•
•
•
•
•
•

Setting goals
Organizing your day
Saying no
Remaining focused
Be present
Be assertive

Being the best you can

•
•
•
•

Leaving work stress behind
Turning the phone off
Setting boundaries
Being organised

Recognising your motivations and making
your choices

•
•

The enneagram in one hour
Eating well, exercising, getting enough
sleep, and finding your priorities
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Writing Skills for English 2nd Language
To supply the learners with the necessary knowledge and confidence, enabling them to
conduct professional e-mail and letter writing including minute taking. This workshop is
geared towards English Second Language users and does address basic grammar and
common errors.

About this Course...

Is geared towards English Second Language
users and does address basic grammar and
common errors

Written Communication

Aim

Who Should Attend this Course?
This course will benefit all staff whose job involves compiling business texts and emails,
focussing on English 2nd Language Speakers

Outcome
The learners will have the knowledge to deliver a professional and well-presented business
letter and e-mail and will be able to transcribe minutes accordingly.

SAQA US ID

NQF LEVEL

CREDITS

US TITLE

115792

5

5

Access, process, adapt

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop. Our workshop theories are designed to include the
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.

Duration: 2-Days
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How do I Improve my English?

•
•

Why is it so important?
Free resources and practical
suggestions

Basic English Building Blocks

•

The basics from nouns and verbs to
direct and indirect speech

Common Grammatical Errors to Avoid

•

A comprehensive list of grammatical
and spelling errors
Mistakes we commonly make with the
DREADED apostrophe!
Pairs of words often confused

•
•
Emphasis – How and Why

•
•
•

The Six C’s of Business Letter Writing

What makes for better business
writing?
Being coherent in your approach
What constitutes a good letter or
email?

•
•
•

Clear, concise, correct, courteous,
convincing, and complete
The basics explained
Email specifics
Email etiquette

Business Letter Writing Checklist

•
•

A comprehensive check and editing list
Editing and proof reading

Opening and Closing Letter formats

•
•

Avoid a confusing close
Providing templates

Conversational Style Techniques

•

Getting the right tone and keeping to
the point, using plain English, avoiding
unnecessary jargon

Sentence Construction

•
•

Getting the sentence structure right
Watch your average sentence length

Getting the Navigation Right

•
•

For longer letters…
Using headings

The Language of Minute Taking

•
•

Getting the tenses right
Action minutes template
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Additional Training
Options and Info
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Business Coaching
Business Coaching is defined as:
The practice of providing support and advice to an individual or group in order to help them
recognise ways in which they can improve the effectiveness of their business.
About Coaching
Coaches can be used for short-term projects/goals as well as more long-term projects, with
the focus of the coaching being on the application of skills, unlike training which is primarily
focused on the transfer of knowledge.
The Coaching process would typically work like this:
Agreement made with Sponsor regarding Coach's purpose and intended outcomes.
Coach and Client meet and assess Client's situation. Explore expectations of Client and
Coach and ensure that they match.
Implement changes. Assess progress with Sponsor. Identify additional areas to address.
Review. Conduct internal quality review. Review with Sponsor. Consider follow-up options
with Sponsor.
Benefits of Coaching
For the Individual / Team:
Coaching helps individuals and teams to improve their overall performance, set clearer, more
relevant goals and increases their openness to new paths of development and learning.
It also assists the individual in specific work-related problem solving, gives greater clarity in
the individual's role within the organisation and helps correct behavioural or performance
difficulties.
For the Organisation:
Through Coaching organisations are able to make fuller use of an individual's specific skills
and talents and help him or her reach their full potential.
Coaching also shows the individual that the organisation is committed to his or her
development, which leads to higher levels of motivation, and thus productivity.
Organisations also benefit through Coaching as the skills passed on to the individual are
often transferred to other workers, creating a more motivated, creative and knowledgeable
workforce with improved communications and inter-departmental relationships.
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Strategic & Operational Facilitation Workshops
What is strategic or operational facilitation all about?
Every organisation or department needs some time to clearly state their purpose or realign
their thinking to an already stated purpose. This strategising and brainstorming leading to
goal setting and solution finding, if facilitated by an external facilitator (helper) is generally
referred to as a strategy session. Examples are: Operational Strategy, Sales Strategy,
Organisational Strategy, Leadership Strategy etc.
Why do we need an outside facilitator?
External facilitators have the theory and tools that allow for an individual to move through a
number of steps from “problem” to “solution”. Structuring a process such as this can be
tricky and extremely time consuming and is often difficult to achieve for existing personnel
who are already under pressure.
How does it work?
Normally the Staff Training facilitators are approached by a client who then briefs us as to
what is required and the time available to achieve it. Once the brief is clarified, the Staff
Training facilitators put together a full programme logically moving the group through the
required steps from A-Z.
Two options are available:
1) Staff Training work with the content of the sessions only
2) Staff Training work with both content and logistics
Once Staff Training is given the go-ahead we make it our duty to fully understand the
challenges, resources, required solutions and outcomes. This is normally done in close cooperation with an onsite representative. The sessions can run over a few days, weeks or
even months.
It is recommended that at the minimum each organisation and each department within the
organisation hold at least one strategy session each per annum.
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Our Company at a Glance
Our Vision
To be the most encouraging and empowering skills training company, allowing all
learners to remain true to their goals within the context of the working environment.
Our Mission
To endeavour to form life-long partnerships with our clients and learners by
providing relevant and modern course content, delivery thereof and
mentoring and coaching when required.
Our Divisions
Soft Skills Training
Coaching and Mentoring

Our Philosophy
Focus on Real Challenges
To continually understand and unpack current market challenges
Focus on Real Solutions
To continually adopt and adapt global theories and trends for African markets
Focus on Real People
To consistently help create real options for the larger SA workforce
Focus on Real Personal Growth
To consistently encourage accountability as a tool of choice
Focus on Real Skills Development
To focus on current and trending skills requirements
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Our Business Model
The Staff Training business model is based on providing a full employee development
solution to our clients. The primary focus is on designing and developing programmes suited
for entry level up to senior management personnel enabling the individual, the team and
therefore the organisation to benefit maximally from the investment into skills and personal
development.

Soft Skills Training
Established Circa 1999, Staff Training now provide in excess of 60 soft skills training
workshops ranging from one-day to three-day workshops. Our workshops have been
designed to be modular thereby allowing the client to have easily customised
solutions. These workshops are highly interactive and the delegates leave with a real
sense of purpose and achievement, with the ability to implement the learning
immediately.
Coaching and Mentoring
Accredited to use the Integrative Enneagram Coaching tools and reports, our
coaches and mentors are able to work with individuals from entry level to
senior management to assist them with the achievement of their goals. We
are also able to apply these coaching strategies to the team dynamics.
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